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ABSTRACT

RAPID PLANNING AND QUICK DECISION MAKING DURING TACTICAL

OPERATIONS by CPT(P) C. William Robinson, USA,

75 pages.

This study analyzes the U.S. Army's emerging doctrine for
command and control as expressed in the coordinating draft
of FM 101-5 dated July 1992.
This thesis examines the
suitability, feasibility, and completeness of the doctrine.
Suitability is expressed in terms of FM 100-5, OpertinU.s,
requirements for command and control.
Feasibility is
analyzed based on the battlefield environment and its effect
on the command and control system. Completeness was based
on a modeling of the system and process.
This study concludes that the doctrine must provide specific
measures for supporting commanders visualization of the
situation in time and space to be suitable.
The thesis
concludes that the doctrine must address the effects of the
environment on the human part of the system to be feasible.
The analysis shows that the doctrine must address all types
of major decision types and all elements of the command and
control system to be complete.
Based on these conclusions,
the draft of FM 101-5 dated July 1992 is not sound enough
for effective use.
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CRAP=B

ONE

XNTRODUCTION

This thesis is

a critical analysis of emerging U.S.

Army command and control doctrine.

Specifically,

this

thesis examines the doctrine for rapidly planning and
reaching decisions in response to changing battlefield
conditions.

Xn that light, the research ultimately focuses

on constrained time and stress.

After considering those

factors which affect decision makers during tactical
operations,

the thesis will assess the effectiveness of the

doctrinal process for providing quick, precise military
Ultimately,

decision making under battlefield conditions.

the thesis seeks to asses the value of the now doctrine for
commanders making battlefield decisions which can be
implemented as successful tactical operations.
The Research
Specifically,

ouestion

this thesis should determinewhether

or not the U.S. Army's new comand and control system
doctrine,

as expressed in FM 101-5, Command and Control for

Ccimanders and Staff (Coordinating Draft),
operations under battlefield conditions.
thesis will determine if
First, is

is

sound during

Ultimately, this

the doctrine meets three criteria.

the doctrine suitable?
1

Second,

is

the doctrine

feasible?

Third,

is

the doctrine complete?

By evaluating

the doctrine for decision making against these criteria the
thesis should support,
doctrine.

or question,

A fourth criteria,

discussed in

the soundness of the

acceptability,

will be

the general implications of the conclusion,

will not be considered within the context of this

but

analysis.

Before the doctrine can be evaluated for suitability,

its purpose must be clearly identified.

The first

line of questioning must determine whether the U.S.
a clear mission for the tactical

Army has

command and control system.

This research includes a review of U.8 Army doctrine for
command and control in

general,

and specifically delineates

doctrine for military decision making under battlefield
conditions.
objectives,
functions,

This analysis must determine the purpose,
specified tasks or functions,

implied tasks or

and associated performance measures.

answered these questions,
not the doctrine is

Having

the thesis will judge whether or

clear.

Having determined if

the U.S. Army has a clear

mission for the command and control system,

the research

must next examine the practical qualities of the doctrine.

2

This in an examination of feasibility.

Feasibility is

determined by an analysis of the situation in which the
doctrine must be applied.
The second line of questions ask whether or not the
decision making doctrine is
field conditions.

sound for operating in

battle-

These include time constrained situations

and high stress situations.

Nore importantly,

the thesis

asks how decision making under these conditions must be
accomplished to provide successful comand and control.
Specifically,
situations,

the study will identify the battlefield

limitations and constraints in

requirements,

situation requirements,

situation on soldiers.
if

Ultimately,

the current doctrine is

terms of decision

and effects of the

the study will determine

feasible under battlefield

conditions.
Having examined an abstract ideal and parameters of
effectiveness,

the next stop is

to identify specific

qualities the doctrine must include to solve the problems
commanders will face.

To answer this question,

the research

must identify the specific elements of a complete system for
command and control.
The fourth,

and final line of questioning should

answer whether or not the new doctrine specifically meets
the doctrinal mission requirements,

3

the battlefield

situational requirements,
requirements.

and the elemental system

In other words, is

the doctrine suitable,

feasible, and complete.
The Nature gf the Problem
The decision making process is
command and control problem.

central to the

Army leaders have always

recognized the need to balance timely decisions with
considered ones.

The 1939 classic,

Infantry in

Battle

states:
Decisions itu war are difficult.
not they i.-st be made in obscure
situations.
Frequently the time
decision should be made plesents
than the decision itself.Likewise,

the most current doctrine recognizes the

need for rapid decisions.
warfighting manual,
agility

is

doctrine.

3

More often than
and uncertain
at which a
a greater problem

In

FM 100-5,

the U.S. Army's "keystone" 2
Operations,

the quality of

emphasized as a tenet of Airland Battle
The doctrine emphasizes the "soldiers'

to 'think on their

feet'

changing circumstances."

and to see and react rapidly to
4

The same section states that

"leaders must continuously 'read the battlefield,'
quickly,

ability

and act without hesitation."

commanders are to "think on their

5

feet,"

Obviously,

if

the doctrinal

process must allow for rapid decision making.

4

decide

A basic element of the decision making process is
the estimate of the situation.

The U.S.

Army's use of the

estimate has a very clear historical precedent.
decision making process,
situation,

The

based on the estimate of the

has been a key aspect of command since the early

19th century.

According to Major T.

R.

Phillips,

American

leaders have been using the estimate since the Civil War.
The basic procedures used in

6

preparing estimates remained

relatively unchanged until the middle of the 20th century.
Since the Second World War,

theories and techniques

for military decision making have been heavily influenced by
the emerging fields of Operations Research,
Science,

Command and Control,

Organizational Psychology.
decision science lay in
Simon points out,

Management

Behavioral Science,

In

and

fact, the roots of modern

the Second World War.

As Herbert

"World War II brought large numbers of

scientists trained in

the use of mathematical tools into

contact for the first

time with operational and managerial

problems."

7

The dilemma has been tLat improved decision

design has created increased demands on the commander and
his staff

as they apply these tools.

Unfortunately,

applying these tools takes time, and the enemy may not
provide extra time.
This dilema is

reflected in

many current

perspectives on the proper methodology for decision making
and problem solving.

Some analysts at the Center for Army
5

Lessons Learned (CALL)

doctrine is

are of the opinion that the Army's

not sufficiont.

8

This call for a more detailed

process solution must be also balanced by statements such as
this by General Gordon R. Sullivan,

the Army Chief of Staff:

This approach loads us to taking on a problem stop
by step, focusing on the process itself rather than
We can become more concerned with
the objective.
completing the process than focusing on hoy the
task contributes to the overall objective.
Even this cursory overview of the question shows
that the issue is
thesis is

quite open to debate.

The need for this

highlighted by the fact that before the debate is

settled, many within the Army are proceeding with stops to
change the doctrine.
The most significant initiatives for changing Amy
command and control doctrine are taking place at Fort
Leavenworth,

Kansas.

The Combined Arms Command has proposed

a new methodology for commanders to reach decisions in
conditions of constrained time. 1 0

This model,

titled

the

Abbreviated Command Estimate,11 emphasizes more of what
Klin has called a "recognition primed decision stratogy."
In the latest editions of ST 100-9,

12

a student pamphlet

published for use by students in the staff college, this has
been a truncated version of the traditional command
estimate, in previous versions it
the traditional process.

6

involved a reordering of

Assumptions
Certain assumptions must be accepted in order to
proceed in

this

project with a view towards a practical

solution.
The basic methodology for the research assumes that
the command and control process is

in

fact observable.

Qualitative descriptions of performance toward mission
accomplishment,

made by trained observers in

Army programs,

will be considered accurate.
Due to the limited time available to complete this
study,

certain assumptions had to be made concerning the

available data.

iComand

The TRADOC Analysis Command (TRAC)

and Control Responsiveness Analysis 1

3

will be considered

sound and accepted as reflecting the general situation in
the field.

The CALL collection of Battle Command Training

Program and Combat Training Center contains observations
which are individually accurate and to that extent,
collection reflects the situation in

the

the field.

The overriding assumption is that U.S.

Army tactical

commanders will be required to make decisions under
battlefield

conditions,

and this

improve human performance is
developments in
in

mind,

means every measure to

needed,

regardless of other

the Command and Control system.

With that

the doctrinal goals for decision making are

considered sound, despite other initiatives

in

software which might offset human limitations.

7

hardware and

Having established the basic assumptions of the
research, it

is

also important to set forward some clear

operating terms so that the reader is

not caught in

a

semantic web.
Definitions

own and the study

Every field has a language of its
of cemmand and control is

no exception.

Likewise, every

share of semantic debate.

field's language has its

these semantic debates will be considered.
focus the study,
as possible.

Some of

However,

to

doctrinal definitions will be used as often

The following terms will be used as defined.

Command:

FM 101-5 defines command as:

Command is the authority that a commander in the
military service lawfully exercises over
subordinates by virtue of rank or assignment.
Command includes the authority and responsibility
for effectively using available resources and for
planning the employment of, organizing, directing,
coordinating, and controllingIlilitary forces to
accomplish assigned missions.
Command and Control:
command and control is

For the purpose of this study

defined as the process by which the

commander exercises his authority and responsibility toward
his unit and the accomplishment of assigned missions.
101-5 defines command and control

15

FM

, however the definition

differs slightly from that in FM 101-5-1.

FN 101-5-1

focuses the definition of command and control by stating
that command and control is

"The exercise of command that is

the process," then includes the definition of comand and
control from FM 101-5.16

This concept of the exercise of
8

command emphasizes the subordinate nature of all other parts
of the cammand and control system to the role played by the

comander.

This idea is

in

line with the opinion expressed

by Martin van Crevald in his work, Cmemand in War, where he
uses the term "commandO to describe wall the manifold
activities* the process involves.

17

Command and Control System:
defined in

The system will be

accordance with the text of FM 101-5-1,

Operational Terms and Graphics,

to include:

the personnel, equipment, caimunications,
facilities,
and procedures necessary to gather and
analyze information, to plan for what is to be
done, and to supervise execution of operations. 1 8

As the commander considers the constraints in
seeking a decision towards accomplishing his mission,
does the researcher in

investigating his subject.

so

To

proceed with a reasonable probability of solving the
problem,

certain limitations must be imposed.
There is

a lack of depth in

objective statistical

analysis on organizational performance during constrained
time.

Research has tended to be subjective rather than

empirical.
as it

Kahan,

et al, noted the extent of this

applied to command and control in

problem

a 1989 study.

19

This shortcoming will require direct study of the data in
the CALL and TRAC data bases.

Likewise,

the CALL data base

observations are made at the discretion of the observer,

9

so

individual accuracy does not ensure collective accuracy.
This limitation demands that the TRAC analysis be used to
offset the potential shortcomings of the CALL data.
there,

the basic data of the TRAC analysis is

Even

based on

subject matter expert data rather than empirical
observation.
Most of the previous research is
experiential or analogous data.
rely on intuitive

based on

Additionally,

many experts

evaluations of problems related to

constrained time.

Kahan, et

methodology as well.

20

al,

notes these problems of

This will require a rigorous

approach to the review of literature to avoid fallacies of
analogy.
There is
This is

no accepted model for decision making.

recognized by Allard,

2 1

as well as by others.

debate over models will be discussed in
literature.

To overcome this

shortfall,

This

the review of
the study will

model the Army's comand and control system against the
doctrinal system objectives.
Delimitations
Once the parameters of the available knowledge and
data have been acknowledged,

certain dellmitations are

necessary to keep the research focused on a significant and
attainable objective.

10

This study will not consider echelons above corps as
their decisions are so closely linked to political decisions
that they cannot be considered purely military nor can they
be considered tactical.

Likewise,

echelons above corps tend

to use joint, rather than purely U.S. Army command and
control doctrine.
in the same vein, this study will not consider
echelons below battalion as these units do not have staffs,
nor do they typically deal with problem solving in
situations of extreme complexity.

There is some debate on

the applicability of the current doctrine for various
echelons as well.

This question will not be considered

during the investigation.
This study will not consider the targeting process
or supporting commanders estimates in the analysis of the
decision making process.

Although these are both elements

of the decision making process,

solutions to problems in

these areas are developing as separate command and control
issues bordering more on what William Reitzel has called
"puzzle solving" rather than tactical problem solving.

22

This study will not examine perceptions of the
doctrine in

the field through survey or interview, but will

consider perceptions as stated in official and unofficial
literature.

One of the key problems observed in the review

of literature is

that most of the debate is

11

fueled by the

"jury of executive decision,* rather than more analytical
methods.

This study will focus on determining the adequacy

of the doctrine through research methodology.

Bi-Anficance
This research seeks to determine if
decision making is

sound.

So far this

the doctrine for

paper has established

a focus of the research on the command and control process
at

the corps down to battalion levels.

The discussion has

identified the limitations of the available information and
the means to overcome them.

The historical and current

context problem was established.
research question and all
ask,

its

But having stated the

parameters,

the reader might

"so what?"
Any author has an obligation to identify the

significance of his study.

This study is

significant

because of both the great impact of a change in

doctrine and

the need for sound doctrine.
On one hand,

a major change in

doctrine requires a

significant institutional

investment.

institutional

resistance,

and collateral change come with

any change in

doctrine.

Confusion,

Confusion results because different

readers will interpret the now doctrine in

different ways,

or fail

Institutional

to learn the now doctrine at all.

resistance occurs because people are generally disposed to
stick with what they know and feel comfortable with.

12

Collateral change occurs because other related doctrinal
publications,

and the doctrines of other services, must be

synchronized with the new doctrine.
Before the U.S.
on the institution,

Army inflicts the trauma of change

the need for that change should be

clearly identified.
Second,

once the change process begins,

made should be correct and complete.
period of turmoil.

the changes

This minimizes the

Change is never easy,

but the process

should be done as quickly and as smoothly as possible.
Finally,
doctrine.

the manual has a key role in

As mentioned earlier,

manual for warfighting,

FM 100-5 is the "keystone"

so therefore,

doctrine must nest with it.

the body of

If

all

FM 100-5,

the Army's primary warfighting manual,"

2 3

other warfighting
Operations,

"is

then FM 101-5,

Tactical Command and Control for Commanders and Staffs is
the primary guide for commanders and staffs
they will direct the means of their
ends of their

missions.

to plan the ways

units to achieve the

The preface of the coordinating

draft states:
This publication is the Army's capstone command and
control (C2) publication for AirLand Battle
Doctrine.
It describes the roles, relationships,
organization, and responsibilities of the commander
and staff.
it defines the Army C2 system and
24
explains each of the C2 functions and processes.
If

this

is

the case,

like the wrfighting manual,

must provide a base on which all
system doctrine guides.

other command and control

Secondly,
13

FM 101-5

this

emphasizes the

importance of completeness in covering the system. This will
help insure the decision making doctrine for the system is
clea:r

comprhensive,

usable, and sound.

Perhaps the

description of the doctrinal imperative in FX 100-5 sums up
the significance of quality doctrines
It must be definitive enough to guide operations,
yet versatile enough to accommodate a wide variety
of worldwide situations.
Finally, to be usefulp2
doctrine must be uniformly known and understood. 2
Therefore,

this study should show if

in FM 101-5 (Coordinating Draft) is

the doctrine expressed
sound enough to provide

the guidance necessary to guide command and control
operations in a wide variety of situations on the modern
battlefield.

14
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LITERATURZ REVIEW
There is

a great deal of literature related to

decision making.

Even the most cursory study shows that a

study of command and control requires an interdisciplinary
approach.

For the purposes of this study, key literature

can be categorized as studies of general problem solving and
decision making, studies of command and control, studies of
problem solving applied under time constraints, and military
publications.

These works will be used as the basis for

exploratory research on doctrine,
decision making.

command and control,

and

The works discussed in this review are

cited in the bibliography, which also contains other
relevant works.
Current Doctrine
The current source for U.S.
doctrine is
published in

Army problem solving

71F 101-5, Staff Ouanization and Oferations,
1984.

This manual includes chapters on both

decision making and planning.
expounded in this manual is

The basis for decision making

based on an interactive model

using the classic estimate of the situation.

An initial

examination shows the manual does address actions for
decision making under constrained time but does not address
17

specific actions to ameliorate the effects of stress.
mnual is

This

supplemented by discussions of command and control

process in

several other manuals.

The doctrinal manual for defining terms is the 1985
version of FM 101-5-1, Oferational Terms and Symbols.

As

was noted in the chapter on definitions, there are some
semantic differences between this manual and others,
particular FM 101-5 and FM 100-5.
is

Like FM 101-5,

in

FM 101-5-1

in revision.
FM 100-5, Operations,

published in 1986,

Army's *keystone" warfighting manual.

is

the

This manual,

also

under revision, outlines the qualities the Army desires in a
comand and control system.

Although it

does not directly

analyze the concept of a decision cycle, this manual
continually emphasizes the need for quick, decisive command
and control.
Along with FR 100-5, which defines the Army
philosophy for fighting,, Fl 22-103,
at Senior Levels, published in
defines the Arm
places command
leadership.

1987,

Leadershi,
is

and Command

important because it

philosophy for comanding.

This manual

And control in the context of senior

It is

significant as it

causes one to consider

the psychological elements of the decision process as well
as the logical aspects.

This helps identify some of the

qualities a decision must have if

the commander is

to impose

his will on his subordinates without destroying their
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confidence or motivation.

This manual also contributes

towards the understanding that leadership must be inherent
in

the C2 process.
For specifics FM 100-5 directs the reader to FX 101-

5,

but the section on tactical

planning does emphasize the

idea of a "continuous cycle," which is
allows.

as thorough as time

1

FM 101-5 is,

according to FM 100-5,

document for the planning process.
the estimate,

the source

In opening discussion of

FM 101-5 states:

The purpose of the estimate of the situation is to
collect and analyze relevant information for
developing, within the time limits and available
information, the most effective solution to the
problem.6
The same passage echo's FM 100-5 with the statement,
"The estimate is
pernit."

3

as thorough as time and circumstances

The same passage concludes with an imperative for

constant revision.

Chapter five,

"Docision Making,"

describes the military decision making process.

This

chapter identifies specific adaptations of the formal
process to situations where time is

critical:

Often, time becomes the most critical
factor facing
the commander and the staff
in a decision-making
process.
... the commander may have to proceed
through the decision-making process and issue oral
orders based on his own knowledge of the situation
without taking the time required jo formally
include the staff
in the process.
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In a related passage,

the manual establishes the need to

condense the normal decision making process.

The manual

also introduces the "1/3 to 2/3 rule."
When time does not allow formal adherence to
procedure, the commander must take action to ensure
timely decisions.
To ensure that subordinate
commanderu
and staff have sufficient time for
planning, subordinate units should have at least
two-thirds of available time to develop their
plans. The chief of stpff supervises adherence to
time suspended actions.'
The manual describes this

abbreviation in

flow chart form,

indicating that the commander should conduct the information
available brief with his staff,
estimate.

6

then prepare a personnel

The information ezchange the diagram describes

includes an overview of the "factors of XETT-T"
enemy,

own troops,

significantly,

terrain and weather,

the initial

and time) and,

analysis of relative combat power

presented by the operations officer.
passage on the process,

(mission,

In

concluding the

these specific instructions are

given to commanders and staff

officers:

The staff
should serve the commander by analyzing
details and communicating the essential
information, conclusions, and recommendations as
often as necessary to keep up with the developing
situation.
Commanders cannot allow their
contact
with their
staff
to be limited to scheduled
briefings if they are to keep up with the pace of
modern combat.
If the commander is kept constantly
informed by the7 staff,
prompt decisions can be made
when necessary.
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This analysis of the developing situation has come to be
referred to as *battle trackinga and analysis, which will be
discussed in

the examLination of army command and control

training efforts.
in addition to the previous guidance, chapter six,
"Plans and Planning," also emphasizes speed as it refines
the planning portion of the decision-making process.

In

particular, the introduction to planning echo's back to FM
100-5's emphasis on anticipation by stating that:
Planning makes future operations easier by
permitting subsequent, rapid, and coordinated
action by the staff and by other elements of the
command.
It also keeps subordinate elements of the
comand informed of possible require-ments and
keeps the comand in a better pgsition to respond
to rapidly-changing situations.
Having considered some doctrinal sources for command
and control fundamentals and characteristics of sound
decision making, the next doctrinal issue is

identifying

details of the competing and complementary doctrine which
apply to decision making under battlefield conditions.
Beyond the doctrine in PH 101-5, the Army has
numerous doctrinal manuals which address the command and
control process, decision making,
interaction.

and commander-staff

Bach type of maneuver unit has, or should

have, a manual on operations.

These manuals have sometimes

been referred to as "How to fight manuals.n

in other cases,

the manuals have been split out to cover doctrine, tactics,
techniques and procedures,

with various levels of

redundancy.
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Two manuals which specifically apply to the comand
and control process and decision making are FM 34-130,
Intelliaence Pregaration of the Battlefield, published in
1989# and PH 24-1, Sianal SuDport in the AirLand Battle,
dated 1990.
FN 34-130, Intelliaence Pregaration of the
BlaLefiel,

must be considered a key part of the Army's

current approach to solving tactical problems.

The

methodologies and products called for in this publication
are now used as an inherent element of most unit decision
making and problem solving procedures.

This fact is

reflected in the echelon specific manuals.

Problems with

this manual include a failure to address the relative combat
power analysis the 1984 version of FM 101-5 calls for in the
brief of information available.

9

Likewise, the discussion

of the event templates and decision support templates does
not address relative combat power analysis.

FM 24-1 is critical in that it

10

defines "signal

support" as "implementation of the Information Mission Area
(IMA)

at the operational through tactical levels of war."11

Signal support and the IDa are, together,
in "C3."

the comunication

Specifically, this manual describes the signal

support disciplines of "comunications,
information,

records management,

automation, visual

printing/publications."

12

The signal support informational systems are described as
being used by commanders to "direct, coordinate, and
support" their forces.

13

In other words,
22

this manual

describes how the commander will use his signal systems to
perform command and control.

This is

the communications and

equipment (technology and automation) portion of the concept
for the command and control system.
coordinated,

If

the doctrine is

there will be a clear, hierarchal,, comat-

ibility between FM 100-5, FM 101-5, and FM 24-1.
Although it
sense of FM 24-1,

is

not a doctrinal publication in the

the "operational requirements document"

for the Family of Army Tactical Command and Control Systems
has as much influence on acquisition as the FVs have on
practice.

The Amy Tactical Comand and Control System

(ATCCB)

an architecture for the C2 system.

is

draft of this

document,

dated April 1993,

Force Level Command (FLC).

The current

introduces a term,

According to the draft:

FLC is defined as the process by which the combined
arms comander and staff
integrate and synchronize
the efforts of the five BIAs to support attainment
of the unit mission.
integration and
synchronization are effected primarily through the
management, manipulation and assessment of
information from across the five BFAs to support
development of tactical
plans and orders.
emeoon
data is stored in the f We
level database,
accessible by all BFAs."
This is nearly synonymous with the mission of the signal
support system and disciplines described in
1 should,

in

theory,

FM 24-1.

FM 24-

address employment of the Army Tactical

Comand and Control System, but it

does not.

There are operations manuals for each echelon from
corps down to battalion.

Rach of these manuals addresses

issues of command and control in
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general.

Some manuals

address probiems unique to that level.

The manuals vary in

level of depth and are not completely consistent with FM
101-5.

The manuals published under the proponency of the

Infantry and Armor centers tend to be very detailed.
references are also somewhat contradictory.

The

Mach offers a

different model for decision making when time is
constrained.
Some manuals,

such as FM 71-100, Division

Operations, assume that the reader understands the doctrine
in F7-101-5.

These manuals focus on describing the command

and control system for the unit, and explaining how the
system works to provide C2 that moets the objectives
established in FM 100-5.
Another group of manuals,

such as FM 100-15,

Corps

Operations, give more detailed coverage to the decision
making process.

Further study of the manuals shows that

some not only expand on FX 101-5,
contradictions.

in some cases there are

In a perfect world, every officer might be

expected to study and synthesize over 25 manuals.

It

is

intuitively obvious that time available and human nature
will combine to cause the average officer to avoid reading

the body o. doctrine.
FM 100-15,

in particular, specifies a particular

technique for the estimate process.
is

This estimate process

based on a force ratio methodology.
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FM 100-15 also

states that planners should analyze the Soviet troop control
cycle to determine timing for their own decisions.
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Finally,

PM 100-15 provides a two dimensional process model which
traces the cycle down to the execution level.

Unfor-

tunately, the dimensions of the model are confused, with the
model seemingly incorporating information flow, actions, and
products in

both categorical and time environments.

Although the diagram is
is

a step towards a process model,

not supported by textual explanation and is

it

not self-

explanatory.
The models for comand and control in the service
school authored manuals are somewhat influenced by a semiofficial publication.

The Camand and General Staff College

publishes a student text, "The Command Estimate Process,"
which, although not a doctrinal publication, represents the
only technique for applying the doctrine taught at the
school.

As the principal interpretation of the doctrine,

this publication must be given due consideration.

ST 100-9

offers a format for decision making under constrained time.
This "Abbreviated Coinand Estimate" is

under revision in

conjunction with the FN 101-5 rewrite.
Just as a somi-official publication influences Army
doctrine, so does the doctrine of other services.

The

doctrine of other services also offers insights which Army
doctrine may not.

FUNX 1-3, Tactics,

expression of tactical warfare.

is

the Marine Corps

This manual specifically

cites the need for a decision cycle which is
the enemies.

more rapid than

Zn the s am light, Background to Decision

Making, published by the Navy War College in
25

1958, offers

classic insight into the competing factors the military
decision maker faces.

Additionally, there is

no finer

discussion on the military decision process than Bound
Militarv Docision, which was written for the Naval War
College in 1942.

This reference still

serves to guide a

reader through both the philosophical and practical aspects
of the process.

interestingly enough, these manual

emphasise relative combat power analysis, in terms of
capabilities open, as the key to determining courses of
action open.
Theoro:tical Works
Although the Army decision maker faces certain
unique problems,
in

there is

a great deal of useful information

theoretical and practical studies of problem solving and

decision making.
A key work on problem solving is
Creative and Critical Thinkin@.

W. Edger Moore's

This work identifies the

necessary elements for a sound system of problem solving.
Moore indicates a need for a process which allows both
intuitive, creative thought and critical, logical analysis.
Because the basis of the military decision process is
synthetic thought and logical analysis, Moore's book helps
the reader identify the elements which must be part of any
complete system of reasoning.
approach is

One drawback of Moore's

that he does not consider the impact of time or

stress on decision makers.
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Another useful work is A Basic Avgroach to Executive
Decision Naking, by Dickenson, Miller, and Oxenfeldt.

This

book, like FM 22-103, puts decision making in the context of
leaders of larger organization.

Unlike Moore's work, this

book does identify process and psychological problems which
may lead to indecision.
A more recent study of the same ideas raised by
Moore and Dickenson, et al, is Elyse Tanouye's 1989 article,
This short piece

"nlhy Smart managers Make Bad Decisions."

This

identifies pitfalls decision makers must avoid.

supplements the work of Moore by establishing criteria with
which a decision, and the method used to reach it,
evaluated for reasonableness.
useful in that it,

may be

This work is particularly

like A Basic Approach

.

.

identifies
i,

some of the psychological effects that may lead to poor
decisions.

Edward Glassman's article, "Creative Problem
Solving," examines the issue from a perspective opposite
Tanouye's.

This article identifies the elements necessary

*4to insure a problem solving approach promotes creativity and
innovation.

As logical philosophy opened the door to the

science of decision making, Glassman reminds the reader of
the "artistic" aspect of decision making.
Tudor Rickard's research into innovation and
creativity continues this consideration of the abstract side
of decision making.

His theory is explained in his paper

titled "innovation and Creativity:
27.

Woods,

Trees and

Pathways."

This paper shows how an over reliance on

methodology can stifle
process.

the personal nature of the creative

In particular, Rickards builds on the work of

Irving Janis and others by ezamining the effect of a
satisficing approach on creativity.

Richards demonstrates

the importance of creativity in a complete problem solving
process.
Although artistry has great appeal to some,
positive role of the

the

scientific influence on decision

theory cannot be ignored.

In this light, Derek Gjertsen

identifies the historical conflict between the scientist and
the philosopher.
Present),

HNi

book, ficience and Philosoohy (Past and

traces the evolution of the scientific and

philosophical methods for problem solving.

He points out

the strengths and weakness of both approaches,

the

contradictions between the two, and the utility of each for
the other.
Herbert Simon's slim volume, The ONew science of
Hanapement Decision,

is one of the classic calls for

scientific decision making.
this work is

What is

most important about

the emphasis on the idea that good decisions

may not happen unless positive steps are made to insure they
will.

Secondly,

he emphasizes how ezecutive decision makers

can use scientific and quantitative methods to provide
reasonably reliable reco mendations.
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Same more specific studies of decision science
methodologies are also useful.

Martin Shubik's The Uses and

Methods of Gamtna provides an understanding of game theory.
Gaming has become a critical componant of the military
decision making process.

Research-Basod Decisions, edited

by Charles Fay, et al, offers a detailed look at the use of
decision making methodology in a variety of conditions of
relative uncertainty.

This work in particularly useful in

identifying common elements for quality decision making.
Command and Control
Both philosophical theories and scientific
approaches to problem solving have strong influences within
the new discipline of Command and Control.
Martin van Crevald's Command in War places the
overall concept of command and control in

the perspective of

a commander driven system rather than a linear
organizational process.

Command in War emphasizes the

increasing complexity and uncertainty facing the military
commander as he attempts to combine ways and means to attain
his mission.

This work is

possibly the most influential

study of military philosophy since On War.
Karl von Clausewitz classic work, On War, is
particularly useful in addressing the primary and secondary
functions of the decision making process.

His discussion of

the mental characteristics of genius and his analysis of the
philosophical nature of military study are critical to an
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understanding of the role of the commander in decision
making.

In addition to his clear analysis of the decision

making environment,

he also causes the reader to realize a

comander must be unencumbered by unnecessary constraints on
his creative abilities.
Zn the same vein as Clausewitz,

Sun Tzu offers a

guide for the intellectual aspect of war and tactics.

Con-

templation of the situation lies at the heart of Sun Tzu's
approach to war.

his key to

Estimating the situation is

employing all other aspects of war.

The first chapter is

devoted to appreciating the situation and all of the other
chapters support this concept.

Zn particular,

chapters two

through four give a thorough explanation of the art of war
as viewed from an estimate, while chapters five to eight
enhance and reiterate previous discussions.

This systematic

estimation lies at the heart of his system of war, which
says to calculate the odds of relative strength and base
strategy and tactics on this knowledge.

The general should,

according to Sun Tzu, measure space, estimate quantities of
forces needed to operate in the space, calculate the
opportunities for attack, and then identify the time and
place to strike with irresistible force.

This careful

calculation of capabilities and vulnerabilities is

the

ultimate test of the general's abilities, for from it
derives the tactical system Sun Tzu describes in chapters
five and siz, then details in the rest of the work.
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Chief of Staff of the Army, General Gordon R.
Sullivan addresses the mental challenges facing Army
leaders.

His article,

"Delivering Decisive Victory:

Improving Synchronization,"
doctrine and procedure in

helps place the importance of

context.

General Sullivan

identifies the goals for the comand and control process
which he fools must not be sacrificed for the sake of
procedures.
Richard Simpkin provides an excellent overview of
command and control in

mechanized warfare.

Factors in Mechanized Warfare,

His work,

Human

addresses the evolving needs

of the ccmmand and control process.

Like General Sullivan,

he identifies key qualities future C2 systems must have.
particular, he addresses the nature of orders.

In

This

discussion will help identify characteristics of complete
decisions.
If

the previous authors offer a philosophical

analysis of command,
scientific

there are many who take a more

approach.
Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth C. Allard discusses

tactical

command and control in chapter six of his book,

Command.

Control and the Common Defense.

As previously

mentioned, he offers a critique of the more popular models
of decision making.

In particular,

he criticizes

the

cyclical approach popular with many military theorist.
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LTC

Allard also addresses the problems associated with the
complexity of tactical operations,

especially those of

ground forces.
Stuart Johnson and Alexander Levis have edited a
series of anthologies broadly titled
aud Control.

The first

The Science of Command

of theseg, sub-titled Cojnig With

Uncertainty, contains two key 'works for understanding how
decision making fits
work,

into command and control.

The first

"The Quest for a C3 Theory," by Levis and Michael

Athans, examines the lack of an accepted theory or model of
command and control.
Izak Rubin, is

Another key piece, by Israel Mayk and

"Paradigms for Understanding C3,

Anyone?"

This work supports Allard's contention that the modeas for
command and control are flawed.

Nayk and Rubin add a

further critique that much of the debate over command end
control paradigms is purely semantic.
is

A third piece of note

Dr. A. K. R. Woodcock's *Indications and Warnings as an

Input to the C3 Process."

This work provides a game model

of the C2 process which addresses the enemy's "input" and
then applies the catastrophe theory to the command and
control process in determining relative combat power.
The second volume of Johnson and Levis,
sub-titled Coaing With Complexity.
particularly useful because it

series is

This collection is

deals with th. role of the

decision maker in the command and control process.

Several

articles continue the critique of previous studies for overreliance on two dimensional,

linear, decomposable models.
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This contri.,"tion to understanding how the various elements
of the command an control process fit

together helps

identify the products the decision must provide to the
system.

These works also help to identify the subas well as the component relationships,

components,
the

eocision making process.
Principles of Command and

In a similar anthology,
Control,

also published under the auspices of the Armed

Forces Communications and Electronics Association.
works in

this

The

collection consider the effects of the
and examine how systems tochnolocjy can be

battlefield

applied to command and control.
Bohannan's article,
is

within

OC3 T in

In particular, Anthony G.

Support of the Land Commander,"

focused on the effects of the battlefield

environment on

the command and control problem.
An excellent contextual mode.± of command and control
is

Kenyon De Greene's The Adaptive Organization.

given in

De Greene takes catastrophe theory one step further and
applies it

to adapt to a changing

to a general ability

environment.

Although this

work is

military command and contrcl,

not specifically about

the model De Geene presents

avoids the simplificatxons of the models criticized in
previous works.

This model will be useful in

the

developing a

contextual model of the command and control process and the
role of the decision making process within that context.
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Although this study will not evaluate the decision
making methodologies used by other nations, an examination
of Soviet theory Is very useful as they have taken a very
scientific approach to problem solving.

Prior to the

breakup, the Soviets put much effort into a detailed
analysis of command and control.

In particular, the Soviets

placed great emphasis on determining the time available for
the commander to reach a decision.
insight into the Soviet theories:
Military Art in Times of Change;
TrXce Control;

Three works provide
Robert Hall's Soviet
John Hensley's Soviet

Ivanov, Savel'yev, and Shmanskiy's

Fundementals of Tactical Command and Control.

Ivanov, et

al, in particular offers a very precise approach to
estimating the time available for a decision.
In addition to general studies of military command
and control, there is a good deal of research on the
specifics of U.S. Army command and control.
The Army Research institute Field Unit at Fort
Leavenworth has published Tactical Command and Control
Process by ion Fallesen, et al.

This work is

a search for

an accurate description of the Command and Control process
as practiced by commanders and staffs of the U.S. Army.

The

study reevaluates the relative importance of seeking the
best course of action versus finding an acceptable solution.
This work is hindered by a lack of citations and specific
evidence.

It

is

also limited by a schism between
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naturalistic,
this vein it

satisficing and optimal seeking models.
is

of optimality in

In

useful for an analysis of the proper level
solutions to tactical situations.

On a similar track, ARI has also published the
report, Home Station Determinants of Unit Effectiveness.
This report analyzed ratings of the correlation of training
with the ability to perform successfully at the National

Training Center (NTC).
the examined units'

In particular, this report details

abilities to apply the doctrine in a

simulated battlefield environment.
In addition to these published works on command and
control, several unpublished works from the U.S. Army
Comand and General Staff College's advanced degree programs
deal with problem solving under time constraints and related
decision topics.
Major Timothy Lynch's monograph,
Under Time Constraints," is

"Problem Solving

significant as it

alternative abbreviated procedures.

proposes

Major Lynch deals with

the nature of problem solving in constrained time and offers
several ideas for increasing the speed at which decisions

are made and implemented.

There are two significant

problems with his monograph.

First, he states that the 1984

manual does not offer specific procedures for rapid decision
making.
false.

This literature review has already shown that to be
Secondly, he does not take the human element into

account.
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In

a similar study, Zdward Shirron examines an

accelerated wargame methodology.

His work,

short titled

"An

OptimumMethod of Wargaming in a Time-Compressed Environment,"

offers a means of reducing the overall time required

to complete the estimate.
human factor is

As with Major Lynch's work, the

not addressed.

Although both works are sound in terms of
methodology,

they accept without question that the current

methodology described in doctrine will not work in
constrained time.
At this point it

is

appropriate to ezamine the work

of Colonel (Ret) Trevor N. Depuy.

Although he deals with

the development of a deterministic theory of combat, Col.
Dupuy has had a striking influence on the Army's approach to
wargamLing as a part of decision making.

His book,

Understandina War, outlines his position on combat models.
His work has had a strong influence on the modeling approach
used in

ST 100-9.
Maj.

James Muhl considers the utility and necessity

for applying game theory in his monograph,
Combat Theory:
Combat Theory."

"in search of a

The Tactical Utility of TNCI's Military
If Army coimanders,

or their staffs, need

to wargame as a part of course of action analysis,
offers considerations on which methodology is

his work

appropriate.

The primary aspects of decision making, command and
control, and estimates were considered in the previous
works.

This study must also examine works bearing on the
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issue of collateral or ancillary roles for the decision
making process.

in addition to the requirement for

supporting the commander's estimate,

what other functions

are provided?
Preparation for decision making is
Joseph Drelling's monograph,

detailed in

"AirLand Battle and the

Operational Commander's information Requirements."

Although

thiswork deals mainly with the issue of focusing the
information flow, it
commander in
Additionally,

does help identify the role of the

managing his own comand and control process.
he identifies key information ezchanges

between the commander and his staff

which may not be

provided by the current doctrine.
The most useful study of the information and idea
ezchange process is

Ngeds by James P.
void in

Kahan,

et al.

share information,

operations.

commander is
process.

Understanding Commander's Information
This book seeks to fill

a

the body of knowledge on how commander's interpret

information,
staff

in

reach decisions,

and guide

This work centers on the idea that the

the essential player in

the decision making

Understanding the Cog ander's information Needs

identifies specific shortfalls that occur when the commander
and his staff

do not share ideas,

information and

interpretations of the situation.
Theoretical studies of command and control may help
establish ideals for the process,

but utility

as an aspect of applied problem solving.
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is

determined

Kahan is

also the leading author of Testing the

Uffects of Confidence- and 8ecuritv-Buildina measures in
Crisis.
making,

Although this
it

a

book deals with strategic decision

contains analogies relating to the ancillary

effects of decision making procedures.

in particular,

this

book examines whether constraints imposed by a problem
solving methodology can actually hinder reaching a solution.
The usefulness of the crisis management process as
an analogy for understanding applied decision making under
time and psychological stress is

clear in

Heichal's "Decision Making During Crisis:
and the ram Kippur War."

Gabriella
The Korean War

Dr. Meichal's work tracks well as

a case study example of leaders making the mistakes that the
theorist warn of.

This work raises concerns that must be

addressed before a simple satisficing approach,
naturalistic

approach is
The

Center in

accepted.

TRADOC Analysis Cammand-Operational Analysis

the C31 Studies Directorate of the U.S.

Combined Arms Command reports its

This model,

Army

findings on the nature of

comand and control responsiveness in

a detailed model.

The Command and Control Responsiveness Analysis,

details the statistically
staffs

or a

demonstrated norms required for

and individuals to complete sub-routines of the

coamand and control process.
important as it

This data is

particularly

uses observations of soldiers doing the

specific tasks required in

the command and control process,

rather than relying on potentially fallacious analogies.
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The Center for Army Lessons Learned draft newsletter
(tentative release in the winter of 1992) deals with
observations of and recommendations for the commander and
staff in the command and control process.

Although this is

a draft and does not reflect the final position of the
center, it

is

reflective of opinions shared by members of

the cadres of the Battle Command Training Program and the
Combat Training Centers.

A comparison of the authors'

contention with the database should indicate broader
perception problems with comnmd and control.
be remmbered,

Xt must also

as was mentioned in the introduction,

that

observer controller discretion plays a key role in
determining which problems are brought to light.
In addition to studies of U.S. Army applied command
and control, there has been a great deal of analysis on
simmlation and analogy analysis.
Arthur J.

Athens' thesis,

"A Simulation Study of

Organizational Decision Making Under Conditions of
Uncertainty and Ambiguity," offers an alternative view of
decision making by taking a non-linear perspective.

Athens'

thesis finds that decision makers must have the alternative
to sift

through the process in

a somewhat random fashion

rather than stick to a methodical approach.
Elliot Entin and Daniel Serfaty study the effects of
stress, including time stress, on decision makers in their
report, Information Gathering and Decision -1akinq Under
Stress.

This work is

significant for two reasons.
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First,

it

simulates the effects of stress on the decision maker.

Second,

it

identifies the errors in Judgment that occur when

decision makers are to follow purely natural methodologies.
Three studies of similar focus may be considered
together.

The first

of these, Effects of Ixizertise and

CooMitive Style on Information Use In TactLcal Decision
Making, by Rex R. Michel and Sharon Riedel of the Army
Research institute, examines the different approaches taken
by experienced and inexperienced decision makers.
two studies are primarily by Gary Klien.

The other

Both deal with the

"Recognition-Primed Decision Model" used by experienced
decision makers.

The studies are Investigations of

Naturalistic Decision Making and the Recoanition-Primed
Decision Model and Recoqnition-Prined Decision Strategies:
First-Year Interim Report.

Although the cases Klien studies

are small unit actions, the conclusions he draws have
application for learning how commanders actually decide.
These studies also help identify the collateral functions of
decision making systems.
This review of literature has, by necessity, been
very broad.

It

ins critical that the research consider

opposing views on decision making.

These literary works

will be a key source of data for much of the research.
is

it

imperative that the research cover a broad base of work

rather than focusing on military specific studies.
considering both the philosophical,

By

somewhat artistic

approaches to command and control, problem solving and
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decision making certain abstract qualities may be
identified.

Likewise,

examination of the more scientific

works can help identify the more concrete requirements for
decision making methodologies.
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CNAPTZR THRMW
RESEARCE DEBIGN
The basic design of this research aims toward an
associative analysis of the new Army doctrine expressed in
Fh

101-5 (Coordinating Draft) against a sot of qualitative

standards.

To reach that point, this research will have

four components.
first

Each of these components will be directed

towards answering very specific, observable questions,

then finally, the supporting secondary questions.

Using

these answers in association will solve the primary research
question .

The first

will be tazonomic,

phase will be ezploratoLy,
the third, descriptive,

the second

and the fourth,

associative.
Evory research endeavor involves some form of
induction.

The exploratory phase, which will be based on a

literature study, will seek information on several
questions.

From the answers to these questions,

inductions

will provide conclusions on the nature of doctrine,
performance,

human performance,

environment.
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and the battlefield

unit

First, the research will seek to discover the U.S.
Army's mission for the command and control system.
it

Second,

will seek to identify the nature of the battlefield.

Finally, the research must find information on system
capabilities under battlefield conditions.

In particular,

the research must consider the effect of battlefield
conditions on the human factors of decision making.

The

research must answer these questions:
1.
tactical

What is

the Army's doctrinal mission for the

command and control system?

The facts concerning

U.S. doctrine will be drawn directly from the appropriate
publications which were indicated in
2.

Are there any tasks,

imposed by the environment?
the analysis of literature
3.

What is

control process?
principles?
doctrine?

the literature

functions,

review.

or standards

These answers will come from
and actual unit performance.

the Army's new doctrinal command and
Does the doctrine establish specific

What specific procedures are laid out in
What latitude does the doctrine offer?

the

Are the

fundamental principles consistent throughout the doctrine?
Does the doctrine call

for different procedures at different

echelons?
In addition to determining the nature of the
doctrine,

the research mut also explore the nature of

decision mak.ng and problem solving in
particular,

general.

in

the investigation must identify general

characteristics of sound decision making which can be used
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to evaluate the doctrine logic of the doctrine.
Spocifically, this will consist of a study of clloin
problems with logic that decision makers must consider.
This analysis will also examine whether or not those
problems increase under battlefield conditions.
2he nature of decision making and problem solvinq
will be analyzed using general literature from many
disciplines.

The research must place decision making in its

place in the coand and control process.

The major sources

of information for this phase will be the works identified
in the section of the literature review titled "command and
control theory."

This research will answer the following

questions:
1.

What is sound decision making?

This research

must identify qualities of suitability, feasibility, and
completeness which can be used to identify essential
elements the doctrine must contain in order to be considered
logically and doctrinally sound.

This question will be

answered through analysis of logical philosophy, Army
tactical doctrine, command and control theory, and
management science.
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What is

2.

the nature of decision making when under
This research must identify

time constraints and stress?

both the concept of constrained tine and the concept of
timeliness.

What factors,

This leads to one more question.

which are not part of pro-operational planning,
satisfied

when time is

constrained?

Some possibilities,

such as stress reduction or panic reduction,

came to mind.

The reports of studies by Athens,, McJulliins,
Kahan,

Noichal,

must be

Lynch,

Klien,

and Entin and Sorfaty offer sources of

information on the psychological and cognitive needs when
making decisions under time stress.
Once the ideals for performance have been
identified, the next step is

to examine the performance of
conditions.

units under simulated battlefield

The patterns

of unit performance can be compared against the doctrinal
standards and the ideal standards.

This phase

will be

descriptive.
This research will focus on statistical
after

action reports in

the CALL data bases.

analysis of
These data

bases contain reports from BCTP and CTC controllers.

These

controllers are trained to objectively observe decision
making under constrained time.

The BCTP data will help

identify trends and cause - effect relationships.

One caveat will be kept in mind as the data is
examined.

The observations included in the data base are

made on the Judgment of the observer, but are not mandatory.
This means that any trends noted must be Judged in the light
that they reflect problems deemed worthy of note, but may
not reflect other problems which did not strike the
observers as critical.

This highlight emphasize@ the

importance of the TRAC study as a counter-balance to the
human nature of the observers at BCTP and the CTCs.
The first

portion of the unit performance aialysis

will study evaluations of the C2 process to determine if
units were successful.

the

The C2 reports identify C2 failures

in terms of achieving the characteristics described by the
AirLand Battle tenets from PH 100-5.

By identifying

reported causes of failures to achieve the Army's success
criteria and correlating the causes against the tenets,
comn causes of failure can be identified.

the

The

observations will be categorized according to the standards
developed in phase two.
Specifically,

these standards will be used to judge

how well units are performing decision making under
constrained time.

First it

will determine how the observers

rated the units C2 performance.

Then it

will note what

kinds of problems the observers identified.
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Having

identified the problems, it
most common.

will determine which are the

Specific results should show the trends

addressing the following questions:
1.

How likely are units to make a timely decision?

2.

What is

the probability that the decision will

result in sound tactics as defined by the Army's doctrine?
What are the most common causes of the problems?

3.

a.

What are the most common problems?

b.

What part of the problems are specifically

doctrinal in

nature?

a.
more,

When units applied the doctrine, were they

or less, likely to be successful?
The CALL data will be supplemented by the ARX Home

Station Study and the RAND study of commanders information
needs.
Once the research has identified the nature of the
actual doctrine,

actual unit problems,

ideal decision making, the next step is
of the gear in the machine.

and the qualities of
to identify the role

Specifically,

the research

should determine the role of the decision making process
within the command and control process.

These conclusions

will be critical in developing the models of decision making
in constrained time.
some utility,
Kahan,

but most of the information will come from

de Greene,

Clausewitz,

The AR! study by Falleson, et al, has

Johnson and Levis, von Crevald, von

and Allard.

In order to evaluate the quality of

the actual doctrine in meeting the commander's needs in a
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cowmand and control system, there must be an ideal for
comparison.

This ideal should show the primary and

collateral products required in any decision making in

terms

of the mission of the command and control system.
At this point the research will have identified the
doctrinal system, some qualities any system must have, the
general and ideal patterns of decision making under battle
conditions, and the role of decision making in the command
and control process.

At this point the only conclusions

that can be drawn would be comparison and contrast between
the actual and ideal systems.
To move beyond simple comparison and contrast, the
second research phase will be taxonomic and attempt to show
the specific qualities which can be derived from the
exploration done in phase one.

The results of other

research must be analyzed to determine if
decisions,

the qualities of

specifically their timeliness and accuracy can be

described.
The first

step seeks to specifically model the basic

elements of decision making process and the decision
environment.
completeness.

A model will identify the measure of
This research must go beyond simple decision

loops and flow charts and describe how the process occurs in
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the overall coamand and control system, what types of
decisions must be made,

and what the measures of performance

are.
The answers to these questions will be useful for
hypothesizing the utility

of the doctrine.

But because the

data base may emphasize negative performance,
utility

analysis is

appropriate.

a second

The TRAC analysis will be

used as a counter balance to the shortfalls identified in
the CALL database.
Once the doctrine,
analyzed,

ideals,

and performance have been

the body of conclusions must be drawn together to

form the overall answer to the research question,

is

the

doctrine adequate?
Next,

the doctrine's soundness will be analyzed in

relation to the ideals for decision making identified in
phases one and two.
doctrine is complete.

This correlation will determine if

the

This associative analysis will study

the relationship between ideals for suitability,
feasibility,

and completeness

discovered in
basic elements

and the realities

the previous research.

of doctrine

By comparing theses

and those elements of the doctrinal process

designed to insure soundness,

the research will show whether

or not the doctrine provides the tools necessary for sound
decisions.
Analysis of the data should demonstrate clearly the
qualities of the doctrine.
identified in

the first

in order for the doctrine

phase to be considered suitable,
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it

must have observable mans of accomplishing the mission.

In

order for the doctrine to be called feasible, it must
provide the essential elements practicality within the
context of the battlefield.

Finally,

to prove completeness,

the analysis must show that the doctrinal process provides
the specific,

identifiable, functions which meet the all

ccmuander's needs for interaction with his staff in order to
have a responsive command and control process.
relationships have been positively demonstrated,
doctrine can be considered sound.
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Once these
then the

CHAPTER FOUR

ANALYSIS
This chapter will critically analyse the emerging
doctrine for the army Tactical Command and Control System as
it applies to reaching decisions, issuing directions, and
supervising execution during tactical operations.
analysis will be multidimensional,
constant focus.

This

yet it must have a

This focus will be the mission of the

comand and control system.
This research must analyze the factors relevant to
command and control and relate them to the purpose of the
command and control system and determine if

the new doctrine

will allow the system to accomplish the C2 mission.

Once

this is done, the mission factors can be compared to
determine if

th%, course of action selected, FM 101-5

(Coordinating Draft),

is sound.

A cursory examination of the table of contents shows
evidence that the new doctrine expressed in FP
(Coordinating Draft),

is

101-5,

sound for exercising responsive

command and control during tactical operations on the modern
battlefield.

1

However, until the details of the doctrine

are scrutinized, the doctrine cannot be called sound.
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Before the empirical evidence can be analyzed,

the mission

for the command and control system must be clearly
articulated, for this is

the basis for suitability.

The Command and Control Mission
What is

the Army's mission for the command and

control system during tactical operations?

To a certain

extent this was articulated in the problem statement for
this thesis.

A suitability analysis must have more specific

measures .
FM 100-5 establishes the U.8 Army's objectives for
cocmand and control system performance.
goals,

This manual states

objectives and tasks for the command and control

system during operations, especially when time is

limited.

An analysis of the purpose, objectives and functions of the
system Lis the basis for the suitability analysis.
The first

step is analyzing the purpose of the

ocmmand and control system.

The basis of the mission is the

purpose behind the operation.

FM 100-5 states that, "the

only purpose of the command and control is

to implement the

commander's will in pursuit of the unit's objective."
Thinking one level up,
object of all
enemy

--

2

FM 100-5 also states that, "The

operations is to impose our will upon the

to achieve our purposes."

3

This is key,

the system

has no other purpose besides allowing the commander to
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command.

Knowing this purpose,

the next step is

determining

the mission essential tasks of the command and control
system.
Tasks
Are there doctrinally stated functions or tasks for
the command and control system, and if

so, which are

essential for the commander trying to impose his will on the
unit?

The doctrine has a clear emphasis on what the command

and conrol system must do.

1M 100-5 makes several key

action statements concerning the command and control system:
optimize the use of time through the routine use of
warning orders, situation updates, ald anticipatory
planning and positioning of forces.0
stress standardised training in operations and
staff practices to assure 1 utual understanding
between leaders and units.
secure cooperation between forces without imposing
unnecesagry restriction on the freedom of junior
leaders.
But there are other functions the system must provide in
order to be effective.

Some of these may be stated, others

will have do be derived from the situation.
Measurements
This thesis examines the soundness of the doctrine,
this implies a certain degree of effectiveness.
doctrinally stated measures of effectiveness?
states,

Are there
Onerations

"The ultimate measure of command and control

effectiveness is whether the force functions more
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effectively and more quickly than the enemy."

7

In a sense

this is the beginning of the command and control system
Provide a means for the commander to impose his

missions

will on his unit so that the unit functions more effectively
and quickly than the enemy in accomplishing the mission.

In

order to accomplish this task, the manual provides further
guidance:
The command and control system which supports the
execution of AirLand Battle doctrine must
facilitate freedom to operate, delegation of
authority, and leadNrship from any critical point
on the battlefield.'
"This guidance is

followed by several key points which cover

the essential elements for planning directing and
controlling.
Planning should be done with a view towards
flexibility.

In the same sense,

the manual emphasizes

"solid staff work and strongly developed skills of tactical
anticipation."

9

Anticipation is

an imperative,

"critical to

turning inside the enemy's decision cycle and maintaining
the initiative."10
151 100-5 also addresses the how this relates to the
directing sub-function.

Planning sets the stage for mission

orders which allow subordinates to adapt to an evolving
situation within the commander' s concept and intent without
the delay of seeking further orders.

11

According to

frJt.ons, "mJission orders that specify what must be done
without prescribing how it

must be done should be used in
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most oases.012

This emphasis on shared vision encourages

"face to face" orders,

freedom of action,
13

on subordinate leader initiative.

and great emphasis

Perhaps this

last

best sums up the FM 100-5 system of direction,

it

establish a control system which is

based.

idea io achieved by flexibility,
coordination,

initiative

clear missions,

and leadership.

idea

must
This

implicit

14

FM 100-5 makes it clear that "implicite
coordination" is the result

of shared vision, which is the

conerstone of synchronization.
tenet,

Under the AirLand Battle

Initiative, FM 100-5 statess

if subordinates are to excercise initiative
without
endagering the overall success of the forLce, they
must thoroughly understand the commander's intent
and th! 5 situastional assumptions on which it was
based.
This concept of situational vision is clarified in the tenet
synchronization which is described in 'M 100-5:
coordination is no guarantee of synchronization,
unless the commander first
visualizes the
condsequences to be produced and how activites must
be sequenced to produce them.
Synchroninton first
takes place in the mind of the commander1 A
Therefore,

in

examining the specified elements of

comand and control, the system supports coordination and
synchronizaton.

This coordination is first established by a

system which gives the comuander and his subordinate chain
of command a common vision of the situation and the
commanders intent.

This also implies supporting the

commander as he develops his mental image of the situation.
This also loeads to a consideration of other implied tasks.
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This analysis has focused on specified functions.
The next stop is

in

are

decision making and planning

derived from the tactical
situation.

These

to determine implied functions.

This step of the analysis looks at

the contezt of the battlefield

the mission

environment.

The Modern Battlefield
Much of the emphasis Yt 100-5 places on
decentralized command and control comes from a recognition
and operations

during open war,

that the modern battlefield

At this

other than war, will require independent thinking.
point,

the analysis must focus on the decision making

situation.

Specifically,

must perform in

the cammand and control system

the environment of modern combat.

This

factors which

analysis seeks to identify the battlefield
must be dealt with.

There has been a great deal of research into the
future of war.

Some of this

and some inductive.
battlefield

is

One thing that is

will be fast, fuzzy,

specifically,

the battlefield

some deductive,

speculative,

certain,

and furious.

resulting from uncertainty and complexity,
and intensity.

uncertainty,

and chance.017
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confusion

and strain

Clausewitz says,

"Four elements make up the climate of war:
exertion,

More

will have the combined effect..

of speed result-ing from rapidity and mobility,

resulting frcm lethality

the

danger,

The speed at which events occur on the battlefield
can be measured in

seconds.

Some events,

such as missile

a temptation to take men

attacks, occur so rapidly there is

out of the loop altogether, capitalizing on automation to
respond in a predetermined fashion.

Tactical decision

makers do not have this course of action open for ground
maneuver.

In order to determine the speed at which the

aomeand and control system must operate, the analysis must
oxmine the

response times required for the tactical

decision maker.
SPftd and Precision
The U.S. Army ezamines the future of war in FM 1005, Operations.

This manual states:

Speed has always boon important to combat
operations, but it will be even more important on
the nezt battlefield because of the increasing
sophistication of sensors and the increasing
lethal•Vy of conventional, nuclear, and chemical
fires.
This emphasis on speed is

reflected by van Crevald

who states, "the speed and range of weapons have reduced the
time in which to exercise coordination and control to a
fraction of what it

was only a few decades ago.g

requirement for speed is
Marine Corps'

19

This

further reflected in the U.S.

use of a passage from Infantry in Battle,

"Open warfare demands elastic tactics, quick decisions,
swift maneuvers."

20

and

Anthony G. Bohannan includes respons-

iveness as a critical requirement for a command and control
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system, defining responsiveness as, "The ability

of the

system to respond to a constantlg changing situation, and
thereby changing requirements."

21

Richard simpkin goes so far as to say that modern

maneuver war requires the visualization of the effect of
speed on operations as one of giving momentum to the mass of
forces.

22

This impetus for coupling speed with mass is

nothing now, Sun Tzu is

quoted as saying:

When torrential
water tosses boulders, it is
because of its
momentum.
When the strike of the
hawk breaks-the body of its
prey, it is because of
its
timing."
Zn considering these ideas,

velocity and timing, the

concept of responsiveness becomes even stronger.

it

was the

idea of quick and timely decision on a fluid battlefield
which lead the U.S.Army to direct the TRADOC Research and
Analysis Command (TRAC)

to conduct the "Cosmand and Control

Responsiveness Analysis."

This study was driven by a belief

that:
a smaller future Army fighting on a non-linear
battlefield
over extended distances with mobile
forces, will require a responsive Mystem of C2 to
successfully prosecute the battle."
For the moment,
situation is
tactical
planning,

the first

task implied by the

the same as the primary specified task, the

comand and control system must provide responsive
direction,

and control.

The primary measures of

success for responsiveness stated is
with more precision than the enemy.
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acting more rapidly and

The rapidity portion seems easy enough,

the Army has

many officers trained to perform systems analysis and reduce
the time necessary to improve response times.
the requirement

for precision and timing?

But what of

The investigation

will show that the environment does not favor either of
these.
Chaos and Confusion
Confusion is

a part of warfare.

Modern writers have

consistently identified the problems the commander will have
in

trying to sort out the situation.

states,

infantry in

Battle

"In war obscurity and confusion are normal.

exaggerated or misleading information,

Late,

surprise situations,

25
and counterorders are to be expected."'

It

often seems as if

the commander must see the

world "through a glass darkly."
reinforced by Clausewitz,
indecision.

26

This idea of confusion is

who sees uncertainty as leading to

The works of Clausewitz and others add

another element of confusion to this
that is the friction
real environment.

fog of uncertainty,

of trying to execute operations in
This friction

increases with the

complezity of war.
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a

Complexitv

C. Kenneth Allard refers to this problem by
referring to a presentation by General Paul Gorman.

General

Gorman noted that a three-star commander (corps commander)
for a ground force controls around 204 elements, which Allard calls,

105 subordinate

"moveable subordinate

entities..27

Added to this

environment.

Allard notes the effect of these factors as

complexity is

the natural

"the additional limitation on long range surveillance
imposed by surface terrain features."
opinion,

28

"the laws of physics make this

In Allard's
operational

to monitor than others."

environment far more difficult

Coupled to this high number of moving parts is

29

the

information overload that faces the coumauder.
Cnmmunications and information processing systems have
increased dramatically the amount of information that can be
transmitted to the commander.

As Arthur J.

Athens points

out:
The machines and systems that do this
look
impressive, with colorful lights and fascinating
functions.
However, they have been unrble to
establish a critical
path for a commander to follow
through the volumes of information that create a
clear mental vision of the battlefield
and
illuminate what is important to that vision. 3 0
This lack of useful information, whether it

arises

from complexity or uncertainty creates confusion.
Indecision

or poor decision results from uncertainty,
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and

in

military operations,

NU,,

either is

disastrous.

In Command in

van Crevald uses the problem of gathering information

on the situation to criticize the cyclical view of decision
making:

in practice, the incoming infor-mation is of
inconsistent value; 99 percent of it is likely
to disappear without a trace, whereas the
remaining I percent may have a profound effect
on operations --

though whether this

means

that the I percent would be of value even
without the 3 99 percent is a different question
altogether.
This is the next implied task to the command and
control system,

to allow the commander to peer through the

confusion and perceive the information critical to the
situation.

This difficulty in peering

and the dust is

through the smoke

compounded by a final collection of factors

related to the enemy.

Clausewitz says,

"War has a way of

masking the stage with scenery crudely daubed with fearsome
apparitions."

32

This is

the fearsome side of war.

caused both Harry Van Trees

33

This has

and Dr. A. E. R. Woodcock 3 4 to

propose two-sided command and control models.

This implies

that the system should give the commander accurate
information on the enemy situation in terms of options open
in time and space if

he is

to understand his own options.

Lethality and Danger
The battlefield is
been that way.

a dangerous place, it

has always

But in past wars, that danger was primarily

limited to those soldiers serving in the line.

With the

proliferation of weapons which can strike more deeply, with
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greater precision, and massive destruction,

the soldier in

the command post has at least a perceivable threat.

Even if

th. enemy does not have deep fires or air interdiction,
may resort to the use of raids,
agents,

such as guerrillas.

ambushes,

he

sniping, and even

Bohannan notes this unique

problem of land force commanders,

"Once battle is

joined,

the air and naval commanders are more divorced from the
individual combat units than the land commander."

35

To

Bohannan, this means that:
The land battle, on the other hand, is commanded
from a highly mobile base well within the battle
area under direct enemy air and ground fire and 36
close to the enemy's Electronic countermeasures.
This ability of forces to disrupt and destroy one
another's command and control systems has caused the
creation of two "new" battlefield functions,
supporting doctrine.

These are "command,

communications countermeasures,"

not to mention

control, and

and the counter-

countermeasures necessary to defend against these threats.
Although the means available to the enemy to threaten the
friendly command and control system are highly situational,
the threat is apparent in any type of conflict.

In the

final analysis, this means that the command and control
system must be protected against the specific threats to its
efficient operation.
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The answers to the question of environmental effects
on the system are not completely external, some are
internal, human by-products of operating in the battlefield
environment.

in other words,

around the human factor.

the system must be designed

The greatest of these is

stress.

Battle Crisis
Stress is
that has just
uncertainty,

the natural reaction to the battlefield

boon described.
complexity,

Danger, confusion,

and the fact that every key

decision leads to victory or defeat,
puts the tactical
situation.

decision maker in

survival or failure,
a classic crisis

Military doctrine refers to crisis

or time-sensitive

situations.

37

as emergency

Certainly tactical

operations have clearly been shown to be both.
Crisis response has a myriad of emotional effect on
soldiers that will cause their performance to suffer.
Gabriella Hiechal gives this
between routine and crisis

analyzsis of the difference
decision:

Decision making during crisis
is different from
routine decision making because it is,
in most
cases, almost impossible to act in an incremental
way.
The difference is due to the constraints
created by a situation in which action has to be
undertaken in an uncertain environment, 3 n a timely
fashion, with insufficient information.
Further study of crisis

response is

Heichal emphasizes that a decision maker in
situation is

often surprised,

initiative.

She notes that:

important.
a crisis

or at least has lost
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the

This means that uncertainty and risk involved in
In a situation like this,
the situation are high.
it is very likely that the sgess
involved in the
situation may become higher.
This idea that military decision making during
combat operations is a high stress,

crisis

type environment

is supported by Sntin and Serfanti's analysis of the effects
of stress on the decision maker.

They define decision

stress as being caused by overload,
4 0

lability.

conflict,

Taking an interactive approach,

"the amount of stress experienced in

and uncontrolthey add that

any situation will

depend on the balance between stressor demand and coping
4 1

skills.-

There are specific cognitive results that occur in
high stress environments.

Entin and Sarfanti identify

distraction by irrelevant stimuli, memory impairment,
finally,

simplistic thinking.42

tendencies to fall

for all

ment previously identified.

In particular,

of the pitfalls

and

they report

of clouded judg-

Building on research by Janis

and Mann, they state that when individuals are under stress:
People fail
to recognize all
the options open to
them and fail
to use remaining resources to
evaluate adequately those alternatives of which
they are unaware.
Under stress people are likely
to search frantically for a solution, persevere in
their
thinking about a limited number of options,
and then stick tightly to a hastily contrived
solution
relief.3 that appears to promise iamediate
This examination of McMullin,

Heichal,

Athens,

and

Sntin and Serfanti indicate that under stress decision
makers may be prone to what are known as classical fallacies
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in

logic.

This implies that the commeand and control system

must protect the decision makers from the traps created by
the stress common to the battlefield.
Trans for the Decision Maker
One key aspect of classical logic in that it
leaders avoid pitfalls which lead to bad judgment.
tactical operation,

operating with little

helps
In a

time and

information, bad judgment leads to defeat.

Traps for

decision makers result from the fallibilities

of both

individuals and groups.
Eleyse Tanouye identifies three types of
psychological pitfalls which inhibit sound Judgment and
logical thinking:
Entrapment,

entrapment,

heuristics, and groupthink.

according to Tanouye,

is

44

the temptation

to "protect your investment and avoid embarrassment by
staying the course."
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The solution she offers is

limit in advance on what can be invested and lost.

to set a
She

adds
When you reach the limit, reevaluate the situation.
Just because something hasn't worked out as you
planned doesn't mean you should abandon it.
But if
you decide to continue, you should do so with your
eyes open to Uw much more you'll have to invest to
make it work.
This shows that the system must provide the commander with
timely, accurate information on whether or not the operation
is

falling within his parameters of acceptability.
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Tanouye defines heuristics as the

After entrapment,

tendency to Oassume the knowledge you already have is
corroct."4 7

She further breaks this

subcatogories3

first

is

pitfall

into four

the availability heuristic,

giving

extra weight to information we have heard more often; next,
the representative heuristic, which is
stereotypes to avoid critical

the use of

thinking; third is

the

anchoring heuristic which "tricks people into making
comparisons based on an unfair or irrelevant reference
point;" fourth is

the fixed-pie "assumption," which is

making a decision before one has "taken the time to find out
the full

dimersions of the problem."

4

8

This means the

system must give the commander a valid reference point on
the situation in

a timely and accurate fashion.

The final trap,
Groupthink is,

for all

groupthink,

is

much more well known.

practical purposes,

a willingness to

suppress personal disagreement as a reaction to social
pressure and group dynamics.

Tanouye identifies five causes

of groupthink:
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Overconfidence in the group.
Outside pressure to appear unanimous.
Failure to Consult with experts.
Failure to explore alternatives.
4
Rejection of contradictions.

NMcullin notes that groupthink is
cohesive groups.50

9

more conmon in highly

This implies that the teamwork necessary

for effective operations may also lead to problems.

The

system must include a solution to groupthink.
Entin and Serfanti's study includes a comparison of
military decision makers to civilians in a time sensitive
decision environment.

Their study indicates that, under

moderate stress, when given the choice to probe the
situation or consult with an expert, military officers were
more likely to consult, while civilians were more likely to
probe.

51

Specifically,

Entin and Serfanti found that the

civilians asked for probes 21 percent more often.52
Additionally, military officers tended to use individual
sources of information more efficiently, but resisted
increasing their overall search for information through
probing or seeking analysis through consulting as the
situation became more stressful.

Civilians showed an

increase in consulting as the situation became more
stressful.

The greater tendency of military officers to

consult was hypothesized to stem from greater experience at
term decision making.

53

Overall, civilians tended to have a

better pattern of success at decision making.
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When

considered in

light of the information on human tendencies

to make poor decisions, this also indicates that the
military decision maker nay be more prone to heuristics and
the problems associated with group decision making.
Another factor of group dynamics is
individual as an influence on the group.

the role of the
In comparing

problems of groups, Professor Reitzel notes that individuals
may determine if

their group becomes timid or imprudent:

The "timid" man and the over-elaborate rigid
organization find comfort and safety in systems,
books of rules,

and standard operating procedures.

The "bold man" and the pliable organization are
inclined to leave more -- even though they risk
more -- to the creative response and to the shortcut probltq solving "strategies" of professional
Judgment.
All this

leads to the responsibility for decision quality

coming to rest
the group.

on the shoulders of the individual leading

This makes it

imperative that the doctrine

provide the tools necessary for decision leaders to overcome
these decision making problems as he attempts to develope,
expand,

analyze and dissemenate his intent and concept.

The

doctrine must give him means of driving the system to
respond in
in

a timely fashion, without unintentionally giving

to the psychological temptations identified up to this

point.

In

the same manner,

there are cognitive,

traps which must be dealt with as well.
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or logical,

Behavior

LoXic and illoqical

Sharing the same realA as socio-psychological traps
W. Edger Moore

are the classical fallacies of logic.
identifies two classes of fallacy,
and fallacies of neglected aspect.
represent coion

as each is

mistakes made in

examined,

fallacies of irrelevance
55

These fallacies

reasoning out problems.

the overlaps with Tanouye's pitfalls

are apparent.
Moore notes several fallacies of logic which,
without anyone realizing it,

often

divert the group from

addressing the true issue or from considering a possible
Theose fallacies fall

solution.

is

The first

into two broad categories.

fallacies of irrelevance,

the second,

fallacies

of neglected aspect.56
Fallacies of diversion are those that cause thinkers
to lose sight of the nature of the problem.
are diversion,
honinem,

extension,

pettifogging,

prejudicing the issue,

Diversion is
sidetracked.

These fallacies

argumentum ad

argumentum ad baculum.
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a digression from the main issue, getting
Extension is exaggeration of a position to

make less acceptable,

twisting words.

Pettifogging is

concentration on petty issues, making mountains out of
molehills.

AXro mentum ad hominem is

not the proposition.

attacking the proposer,

Prejudicing the issue is

redefining

the debate to make a choice emotionally unacceptable,
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the

proverbial "red-herring."
IrgUMntum

The final irrelevance is

ad baculum, using intimidation to win the

argument.
Fallacies of neglected aspect are "sins of
omission."

Athens notes that this fallacy is a particular

trap for the modern commander:
One barrier is that the key decision maker or
commander in a group may have a distorted
perception of the situatio 8 caused by having to
rely on reports of others.
According to Moore a decision maker commits the general
fallacy of neglected aspect whenever he fails to consider
evidence or factors that are both relevant and significant
to the issue at hand.
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The fallacies of neglected aspect

include oversimplification,

the "black or white" fallacy,

the "argument of the beard," misuse of the mean, halftruths, and decision by indecision.
irrelevance,
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As with fallacies of

each seems familiar once described.

Oversimplification is

modeling the situation or

problem with inaccurately limited variables or factors.
According to Moore, oversimplification is
inadequate frame of reference,

caused by an

a feeling of being

overwhelmed by the complexities of the situation, passionate
attachment to one aspect, or a need for conciseness.
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Oversimplification goes hand in hand with two of Tanouye's
psychological pitfalls:

entrapment,

based on passionate

attachment; heuristics, based on limited reference.

Zn a

different vein, the feeling of being overwhelmed and the
71

need for conciseness are more directly applicable to the
situations.

crisis

Entin and Serfanti's research is

again

appropriate as they specifically noted simplistic thinking,
with multi-category concepts,

difficulty

recognize options open.

and failure to
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This means the commander,

who is

often required to

make decisions on limited information and judgment,
reaching a sound decision if

difficulty

to interfere.

may have

he allows emotions

The analysis of group dynamics means that the

group may be disinclined to raise issues with the commander
unless specific action is

taken to insure alternative views

This may lead the commander to make an

are presented.

optimal prime decision.
Gut Reactions
Klien's study of fire-ground commanders using the
optimal prime method has been critiqued.
have intuitive

This idea does

appeal to decisive leaders.

encourages the leader to "go with his gut."

In effect,

Klien

James D.

KcMullin points out some key problems with the recognition
decision making:
Recognitional decision making also has a weakness.
Rarely will a decision
Experience may not apply.
Almost any
maker foresee every possible situation.
situation, as it develops, will have slight
differencgm which require changes to the
solution.
This situation leads back to the heuristics
previously identified as a pitfall.

As heuristics can be

coupled with fallacies of irrelevance and neglected aspect,
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there are dangers in

cautions.
skewed,

disregarding Tanouye's and Moore's

all of these temptations can lead to a limited,

aspect of sound decision making is
of reference,
critical
traps.

So one critical

or distorted frame of reference.

having an accurate frame

a good situation assessment.

aspect is
This is

The other

to provide key steps towards negating the

a key aspect of situational feasibility,

ensuring accurate situation assessment.

This is

a critical

aspect of the emerging role of system architecture as
defined by the Army Tactical Command and Control System
requirement.

This element of "Force Level Control" is

called the "comm n picture," which consolidates friendly
force information with intelligence on the enemy.
information is
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Key

refered to as either "Force Level Control

Information," or "Commander's Critical Information
Requirements."

6 5

It

is

almost intuitively obvious that the

now FN 101-5 and the Force Level Control System must by
harmonious.
A key component of understanding the situation is
realizing which data is
available options.

relevant and then identifying the

The problems associated with failing to

make an accurate situation assessment before selecting a
course of action are summed up by McMullin:
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The success of the recognitional decision making
to distinguish
approach relies
on the ability
things that apply to the present problem from those
merely similar. Almost any combat situation will
with another, but th2similarity
have similarities
may not matter in the current problem.'
All of this

means that the system must identify multiple

options for the commander before he makes his decision.
This danger may be broadened by the fact that every
decision maker begins his crisis
notions.

As Heichal reports,

constrained by his beliefs,

response with preconceived
"Every decision maker is

stereotypes and institutions."
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She writes that existing images are blended with
"information which was previously digested and assimilated,"
to form the image of the situation with which the decision
maker must work.

Accordingly,

she states that, "The

existence of an antecedent image enlarges the danger that
the decision maker will make a wrong estimate."
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This all

means that the command and control system must have a means
of excluding irrelevant information while identifying
problems with the commander's preconceived notions.
Indecision
Of Moore's fallacies of neglected aspect,

one

deserves particular consideration during time sensitive
operations,
this
us."

is
69

the decision by indecision.

According to Moore,

"permitting time and events to make decisions for
Moore goes on to add,

"For as long as we hesitate to

act on a tentative conclusion because it
insufficiently reliable,

seems

we are acting as though we believe
74

the tentative conclusion to be false.'

This is

the dilemma

facing the comander who must make a rapid decision,
does consideration become hesitation?

when

Moore recognizes this

and cautions,"Man2 people try to avoid decision by
indecision by acting on impulse and then seeking evidence to
convince themselves that the decision was sound."
event,
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In

any

to be feasible in an environment which promotes

indecision,

the doctrine must provide measures to insure the

decision point is

identified and met.

All of tiese tendencies may combine to cause,
Mc~ullin refers to as a "confirmation bias."

7 1

what

McMulJin

states:
A confirmation bias occur {sic) when a decision
maker fails
to change a decision or recommendation
despite receiving new, conflicting information.
Decision makers generally have a tendency to stick
with the initial
estimate.
If conflicting data are
received, the data may be interpreted to confir
the original hypothesis or completely ignored."'
This research has shown that in
crisis

environment,

become possible:

a high stress,

most of the neglected aspect fallacies

oversimplification of the situation; black

or white option choice; decision by indecision.
in a conformist organization,

Likewise,

group dynamics and authority

may combine to cause groupthink and the associated fallacies
of irrelevance.
the leader is
fall

Finally,

in the high stress environment,

prone to the pitfall

of

victim to the confirmation bias.

heuristics,

and may

The potential for

confirmation bias makes him more prone to pitfall

of

entrapment within the selected course of action or choosing
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availability heuristics within a seemingly manageable level
of awareness of the situation.

To be feasible,

a rapid

decision system must provide safeguard against these
problems.
This research has identified specific problems
individuals and groups may have in

making decisions under

the stress associated with the rapidly changing conditions
which are prevalent on the battlefield.

The next step is

examine actual unit performance and determine if
patterns which reflect these problems.

to

there are

so, these are

If

specific trends which must be dealt with by an effective

command and control system.
Unit Performance

This section describes the performance trends of
units operating under the doctrine.

This analysis indicates

that the current doctrine does have a great deal of
practical utility
other hand,

for units which are well trained.

On the

many of the units experienced difficulties.

This analysis will show that the problems were often
training related, and show a tendency to fall into the
pitfalls of logic discussed above.
This research examines after action reports in the
CALL data bases.

These data bases contain reports from BCTP

and CTC controllers.

In the methodology,

it

was noted that

the observations included tn the data base are made on the
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Judgment of the observer,

but are not mandatory.

that any trends noted must be judged in

This means

that light.

Even so,

the patterns reported offer at least a worse case view.
Battle Command Trainin@
The BCTP C2 reports under the broad heading "C2,
Achieve Tenets of Airland Battle" identify failures in
of problems achieving the characteristics
AirLand Battle tenets from FM 100-5.

terms

described by the

Many of the problems

units experienced were due to training deficiencies,

but

there are also problems that have doctrinal implications as
well.

Out of 177 reports on planning during operations,

percent

(114/177)

were identified as failing to achieve the

Amry's success criteria
the tenets,

and correlating the causes against

the common causes of failure are failures to

update estimates (26/114),
(28/114),

poor battle staff

control (12/114),
(7/114),
(2/114).
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incomplete plans and orders
drill

(39/114),

poor execution

failure to establish a main effort

and failure to use doctrinal terms and graphics
It

is

significant that the battle staff

the most common cause,

drill

was

occurring about a third more often

than incomplete plans and orders.

The failure is

significant when poor drill

is

estimates as both are staff

operation defects.

even more

lumped with failure to update
This shows

that at least 65 of 114 reported failures were the result
inadequately battlestaff

performance,

percent had a problem with battlestaff
77

in

other words,

operations.

of

57

There is

no clear indication whether the other problems were related

to staff operations, but there is
componant of the problem.

a probability that was a

So far the analysis indicates the

doctrine must promote battlestaff procedure to update
estimates and issue orders within the time factors of the
battlefield.
In

a similar vein, an analysis of 20 reports on

"Perform the C2 process" shows eight rated as unsuccessful
and twelve rated as succesful.

That means 40 percent of the

units reported were characterized as being unsuccessful at
performing the C2 process during operations.

The breakout

of causes includes poor battle tracking and analysis (2/8),
poor staff process and integration (4/8),
planning (1/8),

no parallel

and refusal to displace (1/8).

In

particular, three of four observations of poor staff process
indicate that no time schedule was prepared.

This means

that a minimum of 25 percent of the failures included a
breach of the simplest doctrinal guidance.

This analysis

indicates that the battlestaffs must have a procedure to
track the battle in order to gain the information necessary
to update the estimate.
This analysis is not without precedence.

In the

RAND Corporation study of echelons above brigade,
"Understanding Commanders Information Needs,"
al,

by Kahan,

et

identified poor critical information management

procedures as a flaw in many units.

The study's

recommendations include insuring the subordinates understand
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the commander's guidance (back-brief),
emphasis on process instruction in

placing greater

the estimate (practice),

greater emphasis on rapid decision exercises

(training),

improve command control information systems (management).
observation,

This last

improved information management,

of particular concern to an analysis of doctrine,
For the moment,

be addressed later.
battle

is

and will

the analysis that

need to improve execution of

commanders and staffs

the C2 process during operations is supported.
Combat Training Centers
The analysis now turns to reports on file

for

indications that the unit at echelons below division tried
and failed, or succeeded,
operations.

at decision making during

The sources of these observations are the CALL

database containing end of rotation summaries,
packets,"

or "take home

from the Joint Readiness Training Center and the

National Training Center.

A simple analysis easily notes

the problems units tend to demonstrate when performing under
time pressure.

These results show clear trends.

At the Joint Readiness Training center,

units were

not rated as succesful or unsuccessful for overall command
and control.

In every case,

some critical

areas.

however,

the observers noted

On every mission of every text-based

"take-home" packet, time management was noted.
brigade rotations on file,

Of seven

there were six cases of

consistently poor battletracking.
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In

five of seven reports,

staff

one,

integration was not achieved.

In

every report except

the staffs began the rotation with problems in field

planning.

Of significance,

in three cases,

criticized for skipping steps in
process.

In one case,

units were

the decision making

the observer specifically noted that

the commander pre-selected a single course of action without
considering alternatives.

On the positive side,

units showed improvement after

practice.

all

the

This indicates

that much of the problem was due to training shortcomings.
This is corroborated by a specific report on four of seven
units that staff

procedure had not been drilled

that it

was automatic.

things,

first,

the pitfalls
trained in

to the point

This information indicates two

that the units are setting themselves up for
of logic,

and second,

that the units are not

the time management techniques in the current

doctrine.
The JRTC tends to focus on light units.

An analysis

of the "take home packets" from the NTC should show trends
in both the heavy and light forces.
One important consideration is
not mutually exclusive,

in

other words,

counted under more than one problem.
packets examined,

that comments were
a unit may be

Out of 100 take home

91 contained specific references to

planning process problems during operations.
The most common cause of problems indicated was a
failure to use,

or correctly use, the military decision

making process found in

the 1984 FM 101-5.
8o

This failure was

noted in

51 of 91 incidents of commander and staff planning

problems.

In other words,

56 percent of the planning

problems were attributed, at least in part, to not following
doctrine.

This figure becomes more revealing as 30 of the

91 problem reports specifically identified a need to conduct
more battle staff training directly related to applying the
military decision making process.
The second most common error noted was poor staff
integration, where key members of the coordinating and
special staff were not included in the planning process.
This was noted in 28 of 91, or 31 percent, of incidents
recorded.

in particular, the task force engineer, the S2,

and the logisticians were not consulted or were consulted
after an unsupportable plan had been developed.

Once the

plan had been issued, the commander and staff had difficulty
reissuing a new plan in a timely fashion.

This seems to

indicate that the groups that are used to working to
together may be excluding members who are not part of the
standard group.

This leads to group think, heuristics,

and

confirmation bias.
Poor time management was the third most common
observation,

occurring in 25 reports, or 27 percent.

In

most of these observers noted that the staffs failed to make
an adequate time line.

The reciprocal is

also apparent as

there were reports of posted timelines increasing staff
performance towards time objectives.
report is

One after action

indicative of those for units which performed time
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management well,

stating,

requirements of the 1/3 -

"The TF continually not the
2/3 rule."73

Another report

identifies the keys to succes used by a brigade:
The brigade had a recently updated SOP. The SOP
covered both staff
functions and procedures for
subordinate units. The brigade also had a staff
planning guide as a separate document.
This guide
was a bullet-checklist of staff
actions in support
of the command estimate.
It inclided a time line
for the command estimate . . ..
The previous comments can be contrasted with those
made about a unit which did not manage time:
The squadron battle staff's
very hasty planning
process and incomplete estimate.gesulted in an
inadequate plan for the battle."
The staff
did not develop an adequat
manage the planning and battle prep.
These examples of what the statistical
training in

units,

6

time line to

analysis showed,

as well as doctrine,

that

must emphasize

management of the planning and decision making process.
This management must insure effecient use of time and proper
staff

and unit integration.

aspect is

In particular,

the training

as important as the doctrine itself.

emerging doctrine must at least equal,

if

But the

not improve upon

the 1984 doctrine.
The final major problem was poor battle
analysis,

which caused delays in

acquiring needed information.
of 91 observations,

the commander and staff

This problem was noted in

or 21 percent.

19

Typical observations

include failure to maintain the situation map,
maintain communications,

tracking and

failure to

and failure to echelon the command
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posts.

This leads to either high uncertainty stress, and

possible indecision,

or a neglected aspect decision,

could include confirmation bias.

which

The doctrine must promote

situational awareness through battle tracking.
This data reinforces the findings from BCTP and
JR!C.

Units are experiencing problems with battletracking,

estimate updates (battle data analysis),
and staff integration.

time management,

The information also indicates that

poor training was a major cause of the problems.

However,

the doctrine must provide means to deal with these problems
and the judgment effects which may result.
Home Station Preparation
The ETC findings should not be surprising if

one

considers the "Home Station Determinants of Unit Combat
Readiness" conducted by ARI in

1989 and 199077.

This report

found that, "Units that apply the principles of training and
follow the training management cycle in FM 25-100 are more
successful at NTC.

But the report also notes,

training management cycle,

"However: The

as described in FM 25-100, is

rarely implemented properly.078

The report also stated

that, "Most units do not apply the principles of training.
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This indicates that the doctrine must provide a clear basis
for battle staff training.
The ARI study found a correlation between battle
staff integration and unit performance.

Specifically,

the

report cites a 70 percent correlation between high staff
83

to include "slice" elements,

integration,

and success.
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The study also identified a strong correlation between staff
SOP and training and success.

According to the report,

"There was also a strong relationship between success as
rated by the O/C and the extent that the staff had trained
to and established SOP (71%)."81

In the same area, the

study quotes a correlations between arriving at the ETC with
an effective and tested SOP (67%),
the SOP (57%),

staff understanding of

acting in accordance with the SOP (57%),

and

each stL-f member being trained in his role (54%)82
Finally, the study reports a strong correlation (84%)
"between order quality (doctrinal soundness and timeliness)
and the staff's

order process."83

Detailed support for this

finding included a 55 percent correlation between using the
FM 71-2 decision making process and success,
correlation between wargaming and success,

a 71 percent

and a 69 percent

correlation between having "all the right people" involved
in the wargame and success.

One final conclusion from the

ARI study was that effective staffs are supervised by the XO
or the S3 (66 percent).
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This report reinforces the idea that, in addition to
the significant need for training, there is
doctrine to promote staff integration,
management,

time and task

and constant situation awareness through

battletracking.
roquirment,

a need for the

The doctrine must go beyond stating the

and offer procedures for units to employ during

operations.
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Decision Types

What types of decisions must be made during tactical
operations?

There are several different perspectives on

where, when and why a commander makes decisions.
perspective is

to examine events,

that is,

One

the change in

the

situation and determine the level of battle stress prevalent
when he makes the decision.

Another perspective looks at

the level of the decision within the context of his plan,
other words,

in

the command and control systems requirement to

perceive and respond to a change in the situation with an
appropriate change to the plan.
description is

A final dimensional

the opportunity level based on the factors of

stochasticality and dynamism in

time.

Decision Hierarchy
In one sense,

the level of decision within the plan

equates to the three functions of the command and control
system:

planning; directing; controlling.

completely clear if
is

This is

not

one recalls the fact that the commander

making decisions on the current plan and future plans in

a parallel pattern, not in a sequential fashion.

A way to

think of these dimensions of decision making are mission,
concept,

and force management.

Missions
Kission decisions are focused on evaluating the
purpose of the operation, the essential task to be performed
and, once the formal mission has been determined,
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include

the physical objective to be achieved.

The commander must

balance the evolving situation against the purpose,

or goal,

of the operation assigned to his unit by the higher
comander.

Analysis of the situation allows the commander

to determine physical objectives.

FM 100-5 describes this

analysis:
The selection of objectives is based on the overall
mission of the command, the commander's assigned
mission, the means available, the characteristics
of the enemy, and the8 lilitary characteristics of
the operational area.
FM 100-5 (Preliminary Draft) echo's these concepts
by stating, "Using the analytical framework of mission,
enemy, troops,

terrain and time,

.

.

.

commanders designate

physical objectives.86
This concept of objective is critical to the
military decision making process.

This is

based on the fact

that, as Sound Military Decision puts it:
the commander expects to receive, from his
Immediate superior, an assigned objective, which
that superior thus enjoins the commander to attain.
The commander, in turn, through the use of the
natural mental processes already explained, decides
on an objective, for the general effort of his own
force, to attain th 7 objective assigned by his
immediate superior.
This becomes a basic element of mission orders,
to modify one's own mission, at least in
objective,

as the situation unfolds.

to be able

terms of task and

This is

one of the

greatest expectations placed on the judgment of the military
officer.

Infantry in

Battle states:

86

in war, situations will frequently arise which are
not covered by express orders of superiors.
Perhaps the situation will appear entirely
different from that which higher authority seemed
to have in mind when it issued orders.
The
subordinate may feel that literal compliance with
orders received would be disastrous.
In such caAsg
he must act in accordance with the general plan.

Fyrm the commander, and his unit's perspective,
strategic decision.

this is

a

From this decision the commander and

his unit derive their overall direction.

The commander must

be prepared to make mission decisions during operations.
Once the commander has identified the mission and the
objective,

he must determine how he will accomplish the

mission.

The Concept Decision
After the commander determines what he must do, he
must plan the way in which he will achieve this mission,
this is

known as his concept of operation.

This reenforces

the implied task for the system to support commanders'
visualization.

In other words,

this is

the decision level

in which the commander conceptualizes the situation based on
his estimate of the situation.
heart of the concept is
doctrine emphasizes,

According to FM 100-5,

the main effort.

as well,

89

AirLand battle

that the concept of operation

outlines the commander's scheme of maneuver.
emphasized that the remainder of the plan is
the scheme of maneuver.

the

90

The manual

built around

The doctrine recognizes that the

commander may have to change is

concept of operation to

respond to the evolving situation as the battle or
87

engagment unfolds.

FM 100-5 states, "If

and success of the overall mission can be

obtained more

the commander shifts his

cheaply or quickly another way,
main effort to another force."

conditions change

91

The doctrine must prepare

the commander to make decisions on the merits of his plan.
Force Management
All things being equal,

the remainder of the

decisions are somewhat deterministic in nature.

These

decisions consist of allocating forces, assigning support,
and resourcing the selected operation and developing control
FM 100-5 states, "The commander's scheme of

measures.

maneuver usually determines the subsequent allocation of
forces and governs the design of supporting plans or
annexes."

92

Force management decisions consist of selecting

specific units for tasks based on various factors such as
readiness, availability, and other factors which might make
one unit more appropriate for a specific task.
taskings,

These

and the resourcing of these taskings, are much

more deterministic Jn that planning factors can be applied,
rules of thumb used, or specific calculations made.

This

level of decision making truly emphasizes the traditional
ideas of control.
influential,

Except when leadership factors are

these types of decisions are usually delegated

to the staff or a supporting commander.

Examples of solving

this type of problem are the use of the "decide-detectdeliver" method and the use of maxims such as the "adequate.

88

weight.

.

.facilitate.

"fundamentals"

.

.immediate.

used to plan fire

.

support.

.maximum.
93

The doctrine

must insure that detailed planning and force management are
accomplished with a high degree of speed,

accuracy and

synchronization.
The commander must constantly asses the situation to
his mission is

determine if

appropriate to the higher

conaander's intent and the situation,
utility

he must validate the

of his course of action based on the evolving

situation,

and he must insure that tasked units are

appropriate,

capable and adequately supported.

these decision areas is

None of

less critical than others, they

merely require less judgment and experience from an overall
tactical unit perspective.

For this reason,

the decision

making system must allow the commander to distinguish
mission, concept,

and force management decisions,

those which are appropriate,

delegate

and approve delegated decisions

rather than follow the traditional recommend and decide
approach used at higher levels.
Crisis Level
The crisis level describes the decision in terms of
the level of arousal in the system.
that for all practical purposes,
operations is
problem.

This analysis shows

the control of tactical

a constantly evolving crisis management

Arousal results from stress full stimuli, which

are, according to Entin and Serfanti,
89

"overload, conflict,

and uncontrollability."94

As the battlefield and human

battlefield stress is

analysis has shown,

one of the

critical

dynamics in

critical

that the command and control system be designed to

tactical

command and control.

It

is

operate to the maximum width of this spectrum.
Catastrophe
Likewise,

as De Greene points out,

the successful

decision managers and commanders must anticipate change in
the situation so the system is
shift

not overwhelmed by the sudden

from the routine to crisis.

95

Reflecting on the

previous discussion of stress effects one sees why,

as Entin

and Serfanti point out, overload occurs when stimulus
exceeds the capability to adapt.

96

Reitzel refers to this

sudden perception of change as the fundamental
uncertainty.

97

If

thw change has been anticipated or the

organization is flexible,

they are able to respond.

Reitzel

has determined that units may not be prepared to respond.
According to Reitzel,
tations,

results in

organization is

this rapid change,

beyond expec-

a state of shock in which the

frozen and no longer able to adapt.

9 8

De Greene identifies this shock effect as a catastrophe,

in

which the organization becomes so overwhelmed by the rate of
change in variables of situation that the organization not
only breaks down but to a certain extent breaks apart.

90

99

At the other end of the spectrum lies the routine
decision situation, which Simon has referred to as the
According to Simon,

programmed decisions.

these decision

situations are those which can be solved by habit, routine,
standard operating procedures,

or deterministic methods.

100

The danger of routine decisions lies not in the nature of
the decision itself, but in the potential that a continued
sequence of routine decisions could lull the system and set
up a potential for catastrophe when a dramatic change
occurs.
This danger of routine can be compounded by success.
Tudor Rickards notes that individuals and organizations can

be lulled into a "stuckness loop" when habitual responses
are sufficient to solve a series of decisions.

In his

analysis, this loop can only be broken when the organization
is willing to challange assumptions,
improvements,

search for

or experiences a forced need to change.

Rickards notes that his obeservations imply that, "uner
fast-changing conditions,

efforts to create new indights or

new innovations can be blocked by 'stuckness'
satisfaction block."

or the

101

There are some decisions that can be made by
routine, should,
commander.

because this reduces demands on the

However,

the commander must determine this

delegation and reases the delegation, with the help of the
chief of staff, on a mission by mission basis.
91

In some long

duration missions, the commander must have a program of
"inspecting" delegated decisions to insure "stuckness" does
not develope.
This analysis shows that the system must anticipate
level of the decision on a spectrum

the potential crisis

that ranges from routine to catastrophe.

Further,

the

doctrine must include methods for dealing with such

situations.
Windows of Opportunity
The final description of problems is
chance and certainty.

These decision making situations can
decisions under risk, or

include decisions under certainty,

As military decision making

decisions under uncertainty.

includes much of all three modes,
stochasticality.

It

the level of

this creates a spectrum of

is more important that as Davis,

et al,

point out, the decision be classified as dynamic or
static.
made in

102

In military decision making,

a dynamic environment,

all decisions are

but a certain level of

relative dynamism can be assigned based on the analysis of

time and space, with particular focus on rate of change.
Out of this analysis of the combined effects of
stochasticality and dynamism comes the idea of a changing
number of opportunities.
little

or no true choice,

On one end lies a situation with
on the other, unlimited options.

As tactical operations are dynamic,
(opportunities) change over time.

10 3

the options
Martin Shubik points

out that the options open for each "turn" are derived from
92

the combination of friendly and opponent options.104
commander chooses an opportunity,
the opportunity cost, that is
him.

As the

he must also understand

the other options closed to

FM 100-5 recognizes this need to make,

and execute

opportunity decisions as part of the overall unit
characteristic of "agility."

The command and control system

must allow the commander to identify the time and space
dimensions of his opportunities.

This identification must

be within the opportunity window.

Tha command system must

identify options open to the commander,

and the time windows

associated with them.
Soundness Analysis
In

the final analysis of the tactical

command and

control situation there are clear functions the system must
provide,

and clear measures of effectiveness.

These

functions and measures are the determinants of suitability
within the mission,
completeness in

feasibility

within the situation, and

covering the necessary elements,

means of the system.

ways,

and

These are the measures of soundness

for a system to operate successfully on the modern
battlefield.
Suitability
The ultimate test of suitability is
accomplish the mission.

an ability to

To accomplish the command and

control mission during operations, the doctrine must provide
for quickness in regards to windows of opportunity to defeat
93

the enemy.

The doctrine must provide the commander with the

information necessary to identify his opportunities in

time

for him to strike the enemy where decisively vulnerable.
This allows the commander to impose his will on the enemy.
Feasibility
Feasibility on the modern battlefield means dealing
with the combined effects of speed and chaos.
crisis.

This means

In order for the system to be effective,

doctrine must anticipate decisions and crisis.

the

Further,

doctrine must deal with potential and actual crisis.

the

Third,

the doctrine must identify methods for insuring the
commander has critical

information appropriate for the

decision required.

Fourth,

despite battlefield

effects.

decisions are timely.

the system must be continuos
Fifth,

the system must insure

Sixth, the doctrine must provide for

effective integration.
There are solutions for these problems.

McMullin

notes that research has indicated that the training of
analyst and decision makers to recognize this bias helps
overcome the effect.

105

.

The doctrine must caution decision

makers of the bias effects.
The fundamental solution to group think is
reestablishment of open-mindedness.

a

According to Tanouye,

by either having decision makers prepare criticism
separately,
advocate,"

or by designating someone to play the "devil's
group leaders may overcome this tendency.
94

106

In

a similar vein,
estimate:

the solutions to heuristics are found in

generate options,

all the angles.

use external benchmarks,

the

study

107

Moore offers three solutions which can be
paraphrased as:
1.
Put first
things first.
Some decision by
indecision is inevitable, spend time on the
important ones.
2.
Set a time limit for making the decision.
When
the deadline is established, apply the five phased
decision cycle as thoroughly as possible and act
before the deadline.
3.
Carefully weigh the alternatives, using the
logical procedures for evaluating proiR
8 als for
action, then act within the deadline.
Entin and Serfanti offer some hope in that they
found that, by knowledge of the group and anticipation of
the pattern of events, high stress situations could be
identified and the stimuli offset or managed.109

Second,

they note that through selection and training an
organization can be manned with individuals who are equipped
to handle stress.

110

Completeness
To be complete, the doctrine must cover the roles of
each part of the system in each general type of decision
situation.

The doctrine must integrate cell organization

into the decision making process.

In particular, the

doctrine must integrate the individual roles of the various
members of the staff and decision team.

It

is

critical that

the doctrine provide specific instruction on situation
updates, battle tracking, and continuous situation analysis.
95

Finally the doctrine must explain how the commander and
chief of staff

can train and organize the staff

into an

etticient team with a clear, flexible, procedure.
FM 101-5 (Coordinating Draft)
Is the doctrine for using the command and control
system, expressed in FM 101-5 (Coordinating Draft) sound?
The draft does include several discussions of rapid decision
making.

In particular, the manual adds an "abbreviated

command estimate," which is
procedures.

111

different from previous estimate

The manual also discusses using the "troop

leading procedures" as a decision making methodology.

1 12

In order to better understand the new manual's
approach to tactical decision making and rapid planning,
is

best to start at the beginning.

There are specific

discussions of techniques which bear mentioning.
The draft's first

chapter provides the commander

with seven principles for command and control.
seven,

Of these

three relate directly to the requirements:

Delegate decision authority to subordinates to the
maximum extent feasible while using prudent
judgment.
Establish a regular reporting and information-

transmission system which integrates information
from higher and subordinate commands into the
command estimate.

Establish means to rapidly find or clarify critical
informatin 3 from higher and subordinate
commands.

96

it

After this philosophy,

proper.

Tbe manual is

the manual covers control

not clear on the probable role for

positive control in a rapid situation.
discusses forward command,
presence is

it

does not mention that forward

a form of positive control.

imply that control is

Although the manual

The manual seems to

the antithesis of command, rather than

a sub-component of command.

Further, the manual is

incorrect in describing positive control as prescribing
events.
is

Positive control means that the controlling element

in contact with the controlled subject, prescriptive

measures are procedural control.

As a result of this, the

one measure the commander can take to insure rapid awareness
and quick implementation of his control, which in forward
command,

is

not clear.

The problem with clarity continues in the discussion
of staff structure.

The manual focuses on the peacetime

staff organization.

Chapter two is

devoted to command and

staff relationships and does not clearly address the
formation of the battle staff.

114

The battle staff has

already been shown as the key to integrating and
coordinating for synchronization.
Chapter three continues the discussion of staffs,
and addresses the specific functions staff officers are to
perform.

As with chapter two,

the focus is

on peace time

organization, not command and control of operations.

In

particular, the discussion of the command group does not
97
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mention that the commander must have the liaison means to
control and coordinate the battle from within the command
group.
Chapter three does address the battle planning group
under the chief of staff.

This discussion does not

establish the chief's critical
towards decision making.

115

address the chief of staff's
potential crisis

role in

time management

Finally, the manual does not
responsibility for anticipating

points which could lead to overload of the

system.
The section on common staff

functions does not

establish the during operations functions up front.

1 16

Under a subsection on monitoring the operation,

supervision

is

but battle

addressed and recommendations are addressed,

tracking for analysis is

not.

Analysis must not be limited

to assuring everything seems to be going well,

it

must

anticipate and recognize windows of opportunity and possible
crisis.
Chapter four is
decision making process.
choices in

a detailed discussion of the
The discussion of a commander's

a decision making environment are limited to no

change or contingency.
need to address crisis.

The doctrine,

to be complete would

The chapter does not identify the

types of decisions and the information the commander may
consider in

order to make them.

The doctrine should

identify the hierarchy of decisions and the level of crisis.
These should be addressed in

the time management section as
98

well.

The time management section does not offer techniques

the commander and staff

could use to insure timely yet

effective command and control.
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Chapter four does address the need to constantly
update the situation assessment,
explain how.

but the manual does not

The discussion of the staff estimates does not

explain that they are prepared in
sequential pattern.
that on page 5-7
This is
"METT-T"

a parallel fashion,

The diagram is

not a

incomplete compared to

(fold-out) of the current FX 101-5.

further complicated by the fact that the

analysis done in

the initial

mission analysis phase

no longer includes the 03 giving an initial
relative combat power.I18

analysis of

This deserves special mention.

Relative combat power and opposing lines of action
have been a part of the estimate since the turn of the
century.

FM 101-5

(Draft) mentions this in

"Tactical-Estimate Procedures."

Operations,

119

section III,

According to FM 100-5,

(Final Draft),:

Combat is the traditional role of the Army.
Winning battles depends on an understanding of the
dynamics of combat power and putti 0 them together
to ensure the defeat of the enemy.

Y

If

the commander has time for only one update,

it

must contain the latest analysis of combat power as dynamics
in time and space.

Further, to anticipate where he can

impose catastrophe on the enemy, while avoiding crisis, the
commander must know how dynamic the situation could be.

99

The abbreviated command estimate is
chapter four.

detailed in

The procedure described is vulnerable to a

confirmed bias zallacy as it allows consideration of a
single course of action.
acceptable risk, but if

At first,

this might seem an

one considers that the commander and

staff will be called upon for rapid decisions at precisely
the time the crisis

goes up,

the procedure should call on

the commander to personally consider several courses of
action in

order to prevent entrapment.

Further,

the

commander may be advised to meet with one of the subordinate
commanders and tap into the subordinate units command and
control to augment his own perspective.

This could prevent

a neglected aspect problem.
For speed,

it might seem desirable to let

wargame identify the neglected aspects.
further the group proceeds,

the

Bowever,

the

the more they have invested.

The better option is to have the chief,

an AC, or another

trusted individual pick the plan apart based on discussion
of the commanders personal estimate.
criticai.

This last

Estimates need not be formal,

portion is

the commander must

always make an individual estimate.
Chapter four is confusing in
troop leading procedure.

the discussion of the

This procedure is one of

supervision and preparation,

not decision making.

The

commander does an estimate as part of the troop leading

100

procedure.

Suggestions that the commander make a decision

without doing so are risking logical fallacies.
not clear.

The text is

This point must be clear.

The discussion of the abbreviated command estimate
Is

repeated on page 4-48.

in

this section the various

levels of decision are not discussed.
differ if

How would the process

the commander had identified that he must change

his mission?

When does the commander asses the changes to

relative combat power and determine courses of action open?
Section V of chapter four discusses the troop
leading procedure.

Again,

this portion does not clearly

state that the commander has continuously updated his
previous estimate,

and constantly looked for signs that his

plan may have been invalidated.

This manual is

for

battalion through corps level commanders and their
and control systems.

This portion should address how the

commander can interact with-his staff
track the battle,

command

and subordinates to

and confirm or deny his estimate.

section needs to tie

in

to FM 34-130,

This

Intelligence

Preparation of the Battlefield, and the portion of this
manual covering how the command posts and operations centers
will track the battle.

All of this must be integrated with

the ATTCS.
Chapter five addresses the organization portion of
the tactical

command and control system, command and control

posts and the support system for those organizations,
command and control facilities.

The initial
101

discussion is

important,

but not mission focused.

and control centers is

The purpose of command

effective command and control.

chapter should address how the various players in

This

the system

will come together to command and control effectively.
particular,

In

the section should provide a methodology for

task grouping the various personnel involved in

decision

making to balance current requirements with future
requirements.
commander,

As the staff

have to form a task group on the

these temporary groupings should be addressed.

Finally, in regards to the command post, the
doctrine should address how the command post will support
rapid planning each of the three types of decisions in
hierarchy.
The discussion of the commander's critical
information requirements in chapter six is

in track with the

earlier analysis of both remedies to confirmation bias and
triggering the levels of decision.

The text might be

improved by discussing information that would specifically
trigger these types of decisions.
In the section on information management tools, the
text discusses charts and maps.1

21

discussion of the command center.
not clear as to how it
During operations,

122

This leads into a
This description is

would apply at various levels.

the tradition has been forward command,

not command from a "bridge."

The RAND study does recommend

forming an "information sink" where anyone who needs "basic
situation information" can get an update.
102

123

If

the

doctrine is

to promote forward command,

the emphasis should

be on getting this information to the commander where he is
rather that at the command post.
The battlefield functions table on page A-22
describes the chief of staffs responsibility.

It

does not

include time management of the decision making process.
Summary
Is

the doctrine suitable:

objective criteria

functions?

Does it

achieve the

Although the doctrine does

provide an abbreviated process,

this process does not

provide the commander with the up-front requirements for
appreciating relative combat power in
space.

Without this,
Is

it

terms of time and

cannot be called effective.

the doctrine feasible:

Does the doctrine operate

within the situational constraints and provied the implied

to operate in the environment.

As written, doctrine does

not take into account the normal human reactions to stress
and take measures to overcome that stress.

Further,

the

doctrine does not provide detailed guidance on how to
effectively manage time or track the battle, therefore it
does not address the most common problems identified.
Is

does it

the doctrine complete:

As the "capstone" manual,

address all the functional elements of the command

and control system, as well as the types of decision making

103

The manual is

situations?
in

depth.

decisions,

It

does not,

very long and covers many topics

however,

the role of crisis,

cover the hierarchy of

the pitfalls

of logic, or

specific techniques for dealing with common problems.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this thesis was to critically analyze

the emerging doctrine for the Army Tactical Command and
Control System as it

applies to making plans and reaching

decisions under the conditions expected on the modern
battlefield.

These conditions were identified as the

mission, environmental factors, decision types,
capabilities.

and systems

The battlefield environmental factors were

the most dramatic of these conditions, and were shown to
invariably cause human reactions,

reactions which required

preventive actions in order to preserve the efficiency of
the command and control system.

Less dramatic,

but just as

critical, was the commander's need to have a model of the
battlefield options and threats, a visualization.

Likewise,

the system as a whole must be integrated to resolve decision
incidents based on changes of mission, concept,
management.

and force

All of these needs affect the soundness of

decision making, and therefore indicate the soundness of the
doctrine.
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Recommendations
Focusing on the purpose of this thesis,
problem was to determine whether or not the U.S.

the basic
Army's new

comiand and control doctrine for tactical operations should
be modified or replaced in

order to better solve problems

under the conditions of constrained time and stress
associated with warfare.

Certain of the problems noted

might also be overcome with training,
be rooted in

doctrine.

doctrinal shortcomings.

Other problems were based on clear
The conclusion is

that the rmerging

Change the doctrine to insure:

doctrine should be modified.
1.

but most training will

That the commander has an accurate assessment of

the situation with regards to relative combat power.
2.
crisis

That the commander and staff

can anticipate

situations.
3.

That the commander and staff manage the planning

and directing process.
4.

That the staff

has procedures for tracking the

That the staff

is

situation.
5.

able to rapidly analyze

information.
6.

That the commander is

able to delegate

appropriately.
7.

That the commander and staff

associated with battle stress.
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avoid the pitfalls

S.

That the commander and staff

understand the

effects of stress on the decision making process.
9.

That battle staff

operations are integrated by

building decision teams.
That parallel planning occurs vertically and

10.
horizontally.
12.

That the doctrine addresses the entire system

rather than focusing on the procedural aspects.
General Conclusions
The Army's mission for the command and control
operations is to act more rapidly and

system during tactical

effectively than the enemy.
objective or purpose is
the enemy.

The doctrinally stated

to impose the commander's will on

The doctrinally stated functions are to rapidly

asses the situation in

terms of opportunities to defeat the

enemy through the application of combat power.

The doctrine

must clearly articulate the concept for integrated system
accomplishment of this mission.

FM 101-5 (Coordinating

Draft) must be improved by incorporating specific measures
the battlestaff

could use to provide this information to the

commander using all

the systems available.

The performance of the process has doctrinally
stated measures of effectiveness as well.

Ultimately,

the

command and control system must allow the unit to act more
quickly and effectively than the enemy.

Short of that,

doctrine in

Primary among these

FM 100-5 implies functions.
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the

implied functions is
vulnerabilities.

an ability

Finally,

to act rapidly against

the commander must be able to

receive information on these opportunities from anywhere on
the battlefield,

and be reinforced with staff

assistance as

necessary to achieve a decision which allows him to exploit

opportunities on the battlefield.

This problem requires an

integrated system solution for mission accomplishment.
Understanding the mission, what is

environment which

encompasses the tactical decision making and planning
situation?
constantly.
made.

First and foremost,

the battlefield is changing

Numerous types of decisions and plans must be

The commander must asses how the changes affect his

mission, plan,

and synchronization.

He must understand the

battlefield factors which he must deal with.

One of the

biggest of these factors the decision maker will face is
stress, which results from the battlefield and the
constrained time in which he must reach his decision.
are the human factors which must be dealt with?

What

Primarily,

the decision maker must resist the temptation to oversimplify, ignore contrary information, assume away problems,
and allow indecision to prevent action.

The doctrine must

address measures which will help the commander and staff
avoid these problems.
What are patterns of problematic unit performance
which must be dealt with?
human problems.

The unit problems parallel the

Units fail to manage time, they fail to
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consider all

the options,

they fail

to include key

specialist, and they don't criticize the plan until events
are well under way.

Most importantly, there is

with in depth battle staff training.
solve the training problem, but it

a problem

The manual cannot

can provide the units a

complete picture of what tactics, techniques and procedures
they should train on.

These tactics,

techniques and

procedures must be simple enough to learn, yet adaptable to
all the decision making situations.
What specific functions must the system provide,
to what measures of effectiveness,

if

it

is

successfully on the modern battlefield?
drive time management.

to operate

The system must

Likewise, the system must drive

early criticism of the plan.
insure the commander is

and

Finally, the system must

kept aware of information which may

change his estimate of the situation, and thereby his
mission, plan, or key synchronization.
Soundness Analysis
Is the doctrine for using the command and control
system, expressed in FM 101-5 (Coordinating Draft) sound?
For now the conclusion must be that it
Is

the doctrine suitable:

objective criteria and functions?

is

Does it

not sound.
achieve the

As written, the doctrine

does not provide the means to give the commander a clear
understanding of the windows of opportunity,
where these will open and close.
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and when and

The doctrine must provide

a method for supporting the commander's requirement to build
a battlefield vision.

Inherent in this is

the need to

address the role of the Army Tactical Command and Control
System as described in the requirements document.

All of

these elements must be brought together so that the
commander can conceptualize the battle.
The first

step in any problem solving situation is

having a realistic model of the problem environment.
commander's task is

If

the

to synchronize combat power to impose

his will on the enemy,

he must have an accurate

visualization of how, where and when he can gain superior
combat power over the enemy.

This means that the command

and control system must provide the information necessary to
make these estimations in a clear, usable fashion.

The

commander must be told how and where he could move and
position his forces in relation to the enemy and gain a
specific advantage.

He must have a clear picture of how all

fires can be employed in time and space to destroy the enemy
or support maneuver.

He must know where the enemy can hurt

his unit and the options open to protect the force from
these threats.

Sustainability limits must also be clearly

shown in terms of endurance over time and space.

Finally,

the commander must be given a mission specific assessment of
the other command functions,

to include the control system

capabilities and limitations, human concerns,
requirements.

and future

All of this information will give him an
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evolving model of the situation.

The system should put a

picture of the multiple options open to the unit at the
commander's fingertips and avoid unnecessary delays in the
decision making process.
in

The system must put this picture

front of the commander anywhere and at any time he needs

to consider his options.
Is the doctrine feasible:

Does the doctrine address

the situational factors which effect system performance?
The doctrine does not address the specific problems
identified as resulting from, or identified as demonstrated
in,

the battlefield environment.

The doctrine does not

provide measures to insure units avoid logic pitfalls.

The

doctrine does not provide for stress effect compensation.
The doctrine also does not provide for detailed time management, especially by the Chief of Staff or XO.

The doctrine

does not provide for decision making task organization to
insure the appropriate teams are assembled for
synchronization of the plan.
The doctrine must provide specific steps, such as
those identified, to offset the effects of battlefield
stress and human nature.

The doctrine must offer specific

techniques for time and task management as well.

Much of

this can be done with training, but doctrine sets many
training priorities.

Another step would be freeing the

chief of staff from his position as the manager of the main
command post and turning this over to an assistant chief of
117

staff.

An optimal solution would be splitting the plans

officer off as a separate "G5"
staff system.

in parallel with the joint

The chief of staff must be trained, tasked

and enabled to manage the entire command and control
prucess.

He cannot do that if

he is

relegated to

supervising one portion of the system.
Is

the doctrine complete:

Does it

address all the

functional elements of the command and control system?
it

does not.

No

The doctrine does not address the echelons of

decision making,

the nature of stress, or the specifics of

how to be a good time manager as an XO or chief of staff.
As the lead manual for command and control,

this manual must

bring all the elements that support the commander and staff
together.
The doctrine must address how the commander could
approach each type of decision, to include cues that he may
have to make a specific type of decision.

Likewise,

the

doctrine should address how the commander will be supported
by the staff and all the other elements of the command and
control system in each type of decision, not just in new
mission situations.

The doctrine must explain how

procedure, to include grouping and communicating, will mesh
with command and control systems architectures such as the
Army Tactical Command and Control System and the Information
Mission Area to insure responsiveness and effectiveness from
anywhere on the battlefield.

Finally, the manual must be
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clear and focused.

This is the command and control doctrine

for tactical operations,

not a staff officer's guide.

to know" information on homefstation,
should be eliminated.

"Nice

routine staff functions

This manual must provide complete yet

clear guidance for the command and control system and its
functions,

nothing more nothing less.
Final Thoughts

Now that the doctrine has been studied for
soundness,
pertinent.

some general conclusions on a final criteria are
Is

the doctrine acceptable:

Does the value of

the new doctrine outweigh the cost of implementation?
the doctrines present form it

is

to the specific problems noted,

unacceptable.

In

In addition

the doctrine was also noted

as having many clarity problems.

The doctrine should be

organized based on the elements of the command and control
system, the process of the system, and the objectives of the
system.

This organizational approach would contribute

towards the completeness as well as clarity.

The doctrine

must be clear and concise, as almost every change to the old
doctrine will have to ripple through the body of army
doctrine.
Army,

This behooves the Combined Arms Center, and the

to issue the most effective doctrine possible.

Ultimately, this doctrine will determine, to a great extent,
how well U.S. Army units will accomplish command and
control.

This means that the doctrine must be published

with a high degree of integration.
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To insure integration,

the proponent office for

writing FM 101-5 should be given personnel to form a
doctrine writing task-force.

This task force should include

the author of the command and control system sections of the
latest

FN 100-5,

a systems expert for the Army Tactical

Command and Control System project,

experts on command and

control integration with BCTP and CTC observer controller
experience,

and any other expert available.

be written by committees,

coherent doctrine must be written

by teams with unity of purpose,
authority.
proponent,

Manuals cannot

Most importantly,

expertise,

and coordinating

they must work for the

otherwise the manual becomes diluted by an wall

things to all

people" approach rather than a mission focus.

Beyond this, the study offers further opportunities
for research.

Specific research would be appropriate for

integrating the Maneuver Control System into the current
decision making process.
is,

One question which comes to mind

how will briefings be conducted as computer conferences

rather than map-front conferences.

Secondly,

writing process might be studied to see if

the doctrine

there are new

approaches which ýai;dt bridge the philosophical gaps between
the acquisition teams and the doctrine writers.
subject of man,

doctrine and machine interface for

telecommunications
stir

The entire

in

command and control will continue to

curiosity for years to come.

fast that one wonders if

The technology changes so

doctrine can keep up.
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The doctrine

must keep up if

the command and control system is

to

accomplish the mission and achieve responsiveness.
This study constantly came back to two factors,
of which are significant.

The first

was the importance of

remebering the nature of the human mind.
training.

both

The second was

The doctrine must accommodate human nature and

group process.

As the system becomes more complex,

the

difficulty of addressing the human factor may also become
complex.
Time and again the study showed the importance of an
open mind which sees new opportunites in situations where
others might respond in

hide-bound fashion.

The study also

showed that humans may not be prone to open mindedness in
high stress environment.
crisis

and catastrophe.

tendency is constant,
Unfortunately,
as a weakness.

this could cause

The best means to offset this
high stress training.

the analysis of unit performance showed this
The Army must continue to challenge

encourages open minded,

self-critical,

worst,

team oriented,

commanders and battlestaffs

and staffs

At its

a

with high stress training that
rapid decision making.

Commanders

must develope an ability to be both creative and
using pragmatic yet opportunistic thinking.
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